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UNITED STATES

Filed
Unltad States Foreign

Intelligence Surveillance Court

NOV 06 2015

t.ll>CJolI\fll'I I"lYnn "faU, Clerk of Court
FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE SURVEILLANCE COURT

MEMORAN"DUM OI'Th10N AND ORDER

This matter is before the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court ("FISC" or "Court") on

the "Govenunent's Ex Parte Submission of Reauthorization Certifications and Related

Procedures, Ex Parte Submission of Amended Certifications, and Request for an Order

Approving Such Certifications and Amended Certifications," which was filed on July 15,2015

("July 15,2015 Submission"). For the reasons explained below, the government's request for

approval is granted, subject to certain reporting requirements. The Court's approval of the

certifications, amended ecnifications, and accompanying targeting procedures and minimization

procedures is set out in a separate order that is being entered contemporaneously herewith.
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I. BACKGROUND

A. The 2015 Certifications

The July 15,2015 Submission includes_rtificalions thaI have been executed by the

Attorney General ("AG") and the Acting Director ofNational Intelligence ("DNI") pursuant to

Section 702 ufthe Foreign intelligence Surveillance Act (<<FISA"), which is codified at 50 U.S.c.

§ 1881.:

Each Qfth~certifications(collectively referred to as "the 2015

Cert'ifications") is accompanied by the supporting affidavits of the Director of the National

Security Agency ("NSA"), thc Director of the Federal Bureau of investigation ("FBI"), and the

Director of the Ccntral Intelligence Agency ("CIA'); two seL'i of targeting procedures, for usc by

the NSA and FBI respectively;l and four sets of minimization procedures, for use by the NSA,

FBI, CIA. and the National Counterterrorism Center ("NCTC"), rcspectively.2 The July 15, 2015

Submission also includcs an explanatory memonmdum prepared by the Department of Justice

I The targeting procedures for each of the 2015 Certi1ications are identical. The targeting
procedures for the NSA ("NSA Targeting Procedures") appear as Exhibit A to each of the 2015
Certifications. The targeting procedures for the FBI (UFBI TargeLing Procedures") appear as
Exhibit C to each oftbe 2015 Certifications.

2 The minimization procedures for each or the 2015 Certifications are identical. The
minimi7..ation procedures for the NSA ("NSA .Minimization Procedures") appear as Exhibit B to
each of the 2015 Ccnifications. The minimi7.lltion procedures for the FBT ("FBf Minimi7.lltion
Procedures") appear as Exhibit D to each of the 2015 Certifications. The minimization
procedures for the CIA ("ClA Minimization Procedures") appear as Exhibit E to each oftbe
2015 Certifications. Tbe minimization procedures for the NCTC (';NCTC Minimizatjon
Procedures") appear as Exhibit G to each of the 2015 Certifications.
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("DOr') ("July 15,2015 Memorandum"). Finally, it includes an unclassified summary of DOJ

and DNl oversight of Section 702 implementation, and a summary of "notable Section 702

requirements," which have been submitted to the Court in accordance with the recommendation

ofthe Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board ("PCLOB"). See July i5, 2015 Memorandum

at Tabs 1 and 2; see also PCLOB, Report all the Surveillance Program Operated Pursuant to

Section 702 of the Foreign lntelligence Surveillance Act at 142~3 (Juiy 2, 2014) ("PCLDB

Report") (Recommendation 5).

Each of the 2015 Certifications involves ''the targeting of non-United States persons

reasonably believed to be located outside the United Slates to acquire foreign inlelligcnce
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Each of the 2015 Certifications generally proposes to continue acquisitions of foreign

intelligence infonnation that are now being conducted under certifications that were made in

2014 ("the 2014 Certifications"). ~ July 15, 2015 Memorandum at 2. The 2014 Certifications,

approved by the FISC on August 26, 2014.3 Thc 2014 Certifications, in tum, generally renewed

authorizations to acquire foreign intelligence information under a series of certifications made by

the AG and DNl pursuantto Section 702 that dates back to 2008.4 In its July 15, 2015

Submission, the government also seeks approval of amendments to the certifications in all oftbc

Prior 702 Dockets, such that the NSA, CIA, and FBI henceforward will apply the same

minimization procedures to information obtained under prior certifications as they will to

infonnation to be obtained under the 20 15 Certifications. See July 15 Memorandwn at 2-3;

3 See

and Order entere
Memorandum Opinion

5 The July 15,2015 Submission does not propose any changes to the FBI Targeting
Procedures or NCTC Minimization Procedures. See July 15,2015 Memorandum at 3.
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B. The Exten~ion of Time and the Appointment of Amicus Curiae

Before making the July IS, 2015 Submission, the government filed draft versions of the

2015 Certifications on June IS, 201 S. After reviewing those drafts, the Court concludcd «that

this matter is likcly to present one or more novel or significant interpretations of t.he law, which

would require the Court to consider appointment of an amicus curiae" under 50 U.S.c. §

1803(i)(2). Sec Order issued on July 7, 2015 ("July 7, 2015 Order"), at 3. The Court further

noted that the30-dayreview period specified by 50 U.S.c. § 188Ia(iXI)(B) wonld, as a practical

maner, forcclose amicus participation. Id. The Court may, however, e)(lend that 30-day review

period "as necessaTY for good cause in a manner consistent with national security," 50 U.S.C. §

1881 aG)(2).

To help the Court decide "whether to extend the lime it ,vould have to act on the 2015

Certifications and revised procedures in order to allow for meaningful amicus assistance in

reviewing them," the Court ordered the government to "'explain in writing whether - and if so,

how long - an extension of lhe time for the Coun to review the 2015 Certifications and revised

procedures would be consistent with nation,,1 security." July 7, 2015 Order at 4. On July 14,

2015, the Governmellt timely filed its Response to the July 7,2015 Order, advising that "the

government assesses that an extension or 60 to 90 days ... would be consistent with national

security:' ~ Government's Response to the Court's Order of July 7, 2015, filed on July 14,

2015, at 7.

On July 23, 2015, the Court found that "the need for an extension to allow tor [amicus]

participation constitutes 'good cause'" For an extension under Section 1881 aG)(2). S« Order

T9P SECRlYFMifHORC8N;'NOF6Itf1{ Page 5
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issued on July 23. 2015, at 3. Accordingly, it extended "the period for Court review under

(Section 1881a(i)(J )(B)] for 90 days. such that this review must be completed no later than

November 12,2015." 14:.

On August 13,2015, the Court issued an order appointing Amy Jcfl'ress to serve as

amicus curiae in this matter pursuant to 50 U.S.C. § 1803(i)(2)(B).(, lbe Court directed l\1s.

Jeffress to address whether the minirnirntion procedures accompanying the 2015 CeI1ifications

meet the requirements of 50 U.S.C. S 188Ia(c) and arc consistent witb !.he Founh Amendment,

sec id. § 1881 a(i)(3)(A), in view of the pro"isions of the procedures that apply to:

(i) queries ofinfomlation obtained under section 702, particularly insofar as
queries may be designed to return information concerning United States persons,
see NSA Minimization Procedures at 7, FBI Minimization Procedures at 11·12,
and ClA Minimization Procedures at 3·4~ and

(ii) preservation for litigation purposes of infonnation otherwise required to be
destroyed under the minimization procedures. see NSA Minimization Procedures
at 8·9, FBI Minimization Procedures at 24-25, and CIA Minimization Procedures
al10-11.

Tllereafter, the Court issued an order directing Ms. Jeffress and the govemmellt to submit

brief.. on these issues no later than October 16, 2015. See Briefing Order issued 011 September

16,2015, at 4. After both briefs were timely filed, the Court received oral argument from the

(, The Court wishes to thank }v1s. Jeffress for her exemplary work in this matter. Her
written and oral presentations were ofthc highesL quality and extremely informative to the
Court's consideration of this matter. The Court is grateful for her willingness to serve in this
capacity.
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amicus and counsel faT the government on October 20,2015.'

C. Reyiew of Compliance Issues

FISC review of targeting and minimization procedures under Section 702 is not confined

to the procedures as "''Titten; rather, the Court also examines how the procedures have been and

will be implemented. See, U, , Memorandum Opinion entered on

April 7, 2009, at 22-24 ("April 7, 2009 Opin;on"); and

Memorandum Opinion entered on Aug. 30, 2013, at6-11 ("August 30, 2013

Opinion"). Aceordmgly, for purposes of its review of the July 15, 2015 Submjssion, the Court

has exammed quarterly compliance reports submitted by the government' since the most recent

FISC review of Section 702 certifications and procedures was completoo on August 26, 2014, as

weU as individual notices of non-eompliance relating 10 implementation of Section 702. Based

on its review ofthesc submissions, the Coun, through its staff, orally conveyed a nwnber of

compliance-related questions lo the government. On October 8, 2015, the Coun conducted a

hcaring to address :somc ofLhe same compliance-related questions ("October g Hearing") .

II. REVIEW OF CERTlFlCAnONS
PREDECESSOR CERTIFICATID
SUBMISSJON.

. ND OF THEIR
NDEDBYTHE.lULY J5,2015

Thc Court must review a certification submilled pursuant to Section 702 "to determine

7 See generallv Transcript ofProceedjngs Held Before the Honon.ble Thomas F. Hogan
on October 20, 20J 5 ("'Oclober 20 Transcnpl").

s See Quarterly Reports to the FISC Concerning Compliance Mallers Under Section 702
ofFISA, submitted on December 19, 2014, March 20, 2015, .lune 19, 20J5, and September 19,
20J5.
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whether [it] contains .11 the required c!cmcms." 50 U.S.c. § 188Ia(i)(2)(A). The Court's

examination of Certifications confirms that:

(3) as required by 50 U.S.C. § 1881 a(gX2)(fl), each of the certifications is accompanied
by the applicable targeting procedures and minimization procedures;

(4) each of the certifications is supported by the a1lidavits of appropriate national security
officials, as described in 50 USc. § 188Ia(gX2)(C);" and

(5) each of the certifications includes an effective date for the authorization in compliance
~'itb 50 U.S.C. § 1881 a(gX2)(D) - specifically, the certifications become effective on
August 14, 2015, or on the date upon which this Cooun is.<mes an order conccmin the
certification under Section 1881a(i)(3), whichever is later,~

9 The 2015 Certifications were made by the Attorney General and Michael P. Dempsey,
the Deputy DNl for Intelligence Integration. At the time, Mr. Dempsey was serving as Acting
ONI pursuant to a Presidential Mcmorandrun dated September 20, 2013. That Memorandum,
which was issued pursuant to the Federal Vacancies Reform Act of 1998, as amended,S U.S.c. §
3345, et seq., provides that the Deputy DNT for Intelligence lntegration "shall act as and perfonn
the functions and duties of the [DJ\1J] during any period in which the DNI and lhe Principal
Deputy Director ofNational Intelligence have died, resigned, or otherwise become unable to
perfonn the functions and duties of the DNl." See Presidential Memorandum, "Designation of
Officers of the Office of the Director of Nationallntclligcnce [("OONI")] to Act as Director of
Nationallntelligencc," 78 Fed. Reg. 59,159 (Sept. 20, 201 J).

IS, United States Navy, Director, SA
. Affidavits of James B. COOley, Director,

davits of John O. Brennan,
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_contain all the required statutory elements. See 50 U.S.C. § 1881a(i)(2)(A).

Similarly, the Court has reviewed the certifications in the Prior 702 Dockets. as amended

by the 2015 Certifications, and finds that they also contain all the clements required by the

statute. Id. 11

Ill. REVIEW OF THE TARGETl'lG AND MJN1M1ZAnON PROCEDURES

The Court is also required, pursuant to 50 U.S.C § 188Ia(iX2)(B) and (C), to review the

targeting nod minimization procedures 10 determine whether they arc consistent with the

requirements of 50 U.S.C. § 1881 a(d)(!) and (eXI). Pursuant to 50 U.S.c. § 1881 a(i)(3XA), the

Court fUMer assesses whether the targeting and minimization procedures are consistent with Ute

requirements of the Fourth Amendment.

Section 188Ja(d)(I} requires targeting procedures lhat arc "reasonably designed" 10

"ensure that any acquisition authorized under [the certification] is limited to targeting persons

reasonably believed to be located outside the United States" and to "prevent the intentional

acquisition of any communication as to which the sender and all intended recipients are knO\\'11 at

the time of the acquisition to be located in the United States." In addition to these statutory

II The statement described in 50 USc. § 1881a(gX2)(E) is not required in this case
because thc.rc has been no "exigent circumstances" determination under Section 1881a(c)(2).

T8P SISCRI3THSIN8ll:E8PUP48F8RN Page 9
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requirements, the government uses the targeting procedures as a means of complying with

Section 1881a(b)(3). which provides that acquisitions "may not intentionally target a United

States person reasonably believed to be located outside the United States." See NSA Targeting

Procedures at 1,3·4, 7; FBI Targeting Procedures at 1-4. The FISC considers steps laken

p~uant to these procedures to avoid targeting United States persons as relevant to its

assessment of whether the procedures are consistent with the requirements of the Fourth

Amendment. See Docket No. 702(i)-08-01, Memorandwn Opinion entcred on Sept. 4, 2008, at

14 ("September 4, 2008 Opinion").

Section 1881 a(e)(1) requires minimization procedures thaL "meet the definition of

ntinimizatinn procedures under [50 U.S.c. §§]1801(h) nr 1821 (4)J." The applicable statutnry

definition is fully set OUl at pages 12-14 below.

A. The l\SA and FBI Targeting Procedures Complv With Statuto..v Requirements
and Are Reasonably Designed to Prevent the Targeting of United States Persons

Under the procedures adopted by the government, NSA is the lead agency in making

targeting decisions under Section 702. Pursuant to its targeting procedures, NSA may target [or

acquisition a particular "selector," which is typically a facility such as a telephone number or

email address. The FBI Targeting Procedw-es come inlo play in cases where the government

hat bas been tasked under the NSA

Targeting Procedures. See FD1 Targeting Procedw-cs at I. "Thus, the FBI Targeting Procedures

apply in addition to the NSA Targeting Proeedun.."S. whenever

acquired." September 4, 2008 Opinion at 20 (cmphasis in original).

"or SECRf3'ff/SWOftCON"fN"efiOKN Page 10
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The l\SA Targeting Procedures included as part of the July 15,2015 Submission contain

two revisions, neither of which raises any concern. Both changes concern the requirement that,

before tasking a selector I()r collection under Section 702, NSA first assess that the target is

expected to possess or receive, or is likely to communicate, foreign intelligence information

concerning a foreign power or a foreign territory. See NSA Targeting Procedures at 4. The fust

change consists of new language clarifying that such assessments must be ';panicularized and

fact-based" and must consider the "totality of the circumstances.'" See id. The new language,

which was added following a recommendation oftbc reWB,~ peWB Report at 134-35

(Recommendation]), results in no change in practice, as NSA has interpreted prior versions or

the procedures to require the same particularized, fact-based assessments of the totality ofthc

circumstances. ~ JuJy 15.2015 Memorandwn at 5-6.

The second change, made in response to the same peLOn recommendation, is the

addition of language requiring NSA analysts to document each sucb foreign intelligence

assessment. New language requires NSA analysts to "provide a 'WTiLten explanation of the basis

for their assessment, at the time of targeting, that the target possesses, is expected to recei ve,

andlor is likely to COInmWllcatc foreign intelligence information concerning [thcJ foreign power

or foreign territory" about which they expect to obtain foreign intelligence information pursuant

to a particular targeting determination. S£.!,;. NSA Targeting Procedures at 8. This change, which

will facilitate review and oversight of"KSA targeting decisions, presents no issue under Section

188Ia(d)(I).

For the reasons stated above and in the Court's opinions in tJle Prior 702 Dockets, the

1'01' SECRETh'SII16R€6NfN6F61tN Page 11
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Court concludes that the NSA Targeting Procedures and the FBI Targeting Procedures,U as

wrincn, arc reasonably designed, as required by Section 1881 a(d)(I): (1) to ensure that any

acquisition authorized under the 2015 Certifications is limited to targeting persons reasonably

believed to bc located outside the United States, and (2) to prevent the intentional acquisition of

any communication as to which the sender and all intended recipients are lalowll at the time of

the acquisition to be located in the United States. Moreover, for the reasons stated above and in

the Court's opinions in the Prior 702 Dockets, the Court concludes that the NSA and FBI

Targeting Procedures, a.... written, are reasonably designed to prevent United States persons from

being tar~eted tor acquisition - a finding that is relevant to the Court's analysis of whether those

procedures are consistent with the requirements of the Fourth Amendment. See pages 36~45

below.

B. The FBI, NSA. and CIA Minimization Procedures Comply With StatutoTV
Requirements

The FBI, NSA, and CIA all have access to "raw," or unminimizcd, information obtained

under Section 702. Each agency is governed by its own set of m.inimiz.ation procedures in its

handling of Section 702 intormation. Undcr Section 1881 a(i)(2)(C), the Court must deLennine

whether the agencies' respective minimization procedures included as part of the July 15, 2015

Submission meet the statutory definition of minimiultion procedures set forth at 50 U.S.C. §§

180 l(h) or 1821(4), as appropriate. Sections 180L(h) and 1821(4) define "minimization

n The Court has already concluded that procedures identical to the FBI Targeting
Procedures included as part of the July 15, 2015 Submission comply v.ith the applicable statutory
requirements. See August 26, 2014 Opinion at 12-14. There is no basis tor the Court to deviate
from that conclusion here.

'fat' 51l!!eMeTHSlh'(i)nC(i)P4J'N81i'6R::,~ Page 12
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procedures" in pertinent part as:

(I) specific procedures, which shall be adopted by the AUomey Gcncrdl, that arc
reasonably designed in light of the purpose and technique of the particular
sWV"eiJIance [or physical search], to minimize the acquisition and retention, and
prohibit the dissemination, of nonpublicly available infonnation concerning
uneonscnting United Slates persons consistent with the need of the United Stales
to obtain, produce, and disseminate foreign intelligence infonnation;C4

]

(2) procedures !.hat require that nonpublicly available infonnation, which is not
forcign intclligencc infonnation, as defined in [50 U.S.C. § 1801(c)(I)], shall not
bc disscminalCd in a manner that identities any United States person, without such
person's consent, unless such person's identity is necessary to understand roreign
intelligence infonnation or assess its importance; [and]

(3) notwithstanding paragraphs (I) and (2), procedures that allow for the retention
and dissemination of infonnation that is evidence of a crime which has been, is
being, or is about to be committed and that is to be retained or disseminated for
law enforcement purposes[.]

J~ Section 1801(e) defines "foreign intelligence information" as

(1) infonnation that relates to, and if concerning a United States person is
necessary to, the ability ofthe United States to protect against-

(A) actual or potential attack or other grave hostile acts of a foreign power
or an agent of a foreign power;

(B) sabotage, international terrorism, or the international proliferation of
weapons ofmass destruction by a foreign power or an agent of a foreign
power; or

(C) clandestine inteJJigence activities by an intelligence service or network
ofa foreign po,,!reT or by an agent or a foreign power; or

(2) information with respect to a foreign power or a foreign territory that relates to, and if
concerning a United Stales person is necessal)' to-

(A) the national defense or the security of the United States; or

(B) the conduct of the foreign arrairs of the United States.

TOP SECRETHSIHf)RCONIP(f)J~OR::.~ Page 13
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50 U.S.C. § 1801(h); sec also id. § 1821(4)."

1. Changes to Provisions Pennitting the Retention of Section 702-Acquired
InfQnnalion Subject to Preservation Obligations ..<\rising from Litigation

In 2014, the Cour1 approved provisions pennitting FBI, NSA and CIA to retain Section

702.acquircd infonnation subject to specific presen'ation obligations arising in litigation

concerning the lawfulness of Seclion 702. See August 26, 2014 Opinion at 21-25. Access to

information retained under these provisions is lightly restricted. See llL at 21, 23. The revised

NSA and CIA Minimization Procedures accompanying the 2015 Certifications contain revisions

to these "litigation hold" provisions.

TIle litigation hold provisions currently in effect allow NSA and CIA to retain specific

Section 702·acquired infonnation thal is othervvise subject to agc-ofr6 if DOJ has advised either

agency in writing that such information is subject to a prcscn'ation obligation in pending or

anticipated administrative. civil. or criminal litigation. ~ id. at 22-23. Those provisions also

recognize thal litigation preservation obligations can also apply to Section 702-ncquired

information that is su~jecl to destruction for reasons other tban the age-{)ff requirements of the

procedures -~. domest.ic communications subject to destruclion under Section 5 of the NSA

U The definitions or"minimizarion procedures" set forth in these pro..isions are
substanti ....ely identical (although Section 182J(4XA) rcfcrs to "the purpo~ ... oftbe particular
physical search") (emphasis added). For ease of reference, subsequent citations refer only to the
deflllition set forth at Section 1801(h).

16 For example, the NSA generally may not retain telephony and certain fonns of Internet
communications for "longer than five years from the expimlion date of the certification
authorizing the collection" unless the NSA detennines that certain specified retention criteria are
met. Sec NSA Minimization Procedures at 7. The CIA Minimization Procedures contain a
similar reql1ircment. ~ CIA MLrumization Procedures at 2.

TOP SJiicPFT''i' ,/gp""jhl ')TQFQIUI Page 14
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Minimization Procedures. See id. at 23-24. When such circumstances arise, the provisions

currently in effect slate that "'the Government will notifY the [FISC] and seek pcnnission to

retain the materiaJ as appropriate [and] consistent with the law.'" See id. (quoting 2014

procedures). The Court encouraged the government to consider further revision of the

procedures to address such circumstances with generally applicable rules rather than on a

piecemeal basis. See id. at 24.

In response lO this suggestion, the government has modified the language in the NSA and

CIA Minimization Procedures
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The Court agrees with amicus curiae Amy Jeffress that the revised litigation hold

provisions comport with thc requirements of Section 1801(h) and strike a reasonable and

appropriate balance between the retention limitations reflected in flSA and the government's

need to comply with its litigation-related obligations. See Brief of Amicus Curiae submitted on

Octobl-j 16,2015, at 28-34 ("Amicus Brief').

2. Provisions Restricting the Retention and Use of Section 702-Aeguired
Information Subject to the Attorney-Client Privilege

The revised FBI, NSA and CIA Minimization Procedures all include modifications to the

provisions restricting the use and dissemination of attorney-client communications that arc

acquired pursuant to Section 702, The FBI Minimization Procedures include three such changes.

The procedures currently in effect include a provision pennitting the FBI, after providing the

Page 16
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original copy of an attorney-client communication 10 DOl for sequestration with this Court and

destroying otha copies, to maintain a back-up copy thai is subject 10 strict access controls. ~

August 26, 2014 Opinion al 35, lbe first change lO the FBI procedures clarifies thai system

administrators and technical personnel rna)' have access to such backup copies, but not for

analytical or operational purposes. See FBT Minimization Procedures at 14. The second change

consists of the addition oflanguage requiring the FUl's Office ofGeneral Counsel to approve all

disseminations that include attorney-client privileged communications. ~ liL. at 17. Thc new

language requires that before any such dissemination be made, reasonable efforts be undertaken

(0 instead use otber, non-privileged sowces of information, and to tailor each dissemination to

minimize or eliminate the disclosure ofattomey-elient privileged information. Sec id. at 17-18.

The third change is the addition of a requirement that all disseminations of attorncy-client

privileged communications include language to advise recipients that the dissemination contains

information subject to the attorney-diem pri\·ilcge, that the infonnation is being disseminated

"solely for intelligence or lead purposes," and that it may not be further disseminated or used in

any trial, hearing, or other proceeding without approval of the AG or the Assistant AG for

National Security, S« kL at 18.

The provisions of the NSA and CIA Minimization Procedures concerning attomey-elient

conununications also have been modified. The revised language requires, among other things,

the destruction ofattomey-elient communications that are affmnatively detcmlined not to

contain foreign intelligence information or evidence of a crime. Sec NSA ~inimization

Jlrocedures at 10; CIA Minimization Procedures at S.

Page 17
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Moreover, disseminations of privileged

information must contain an appropriate caveat to protect the infonnation from being used in a

legal proceeding in the United States. See NSA Minimization Procedures at 11; CIA

Minimization J1rocedures at 7.

The revisions to the provisions of the FBI, NSA, and CIA Minimization Procedures

concerning attomey-c1ient communications serve to enhance the protcction of privileged

infonnation. The Court is satisfied that the changes present no concern under Section 1801 (h).

3. Provisions of the FBI Minimization Procedures Pennitting the Retention
of Back-up Copies and Encrypted InfoUU8tion

The government has added new language to the FBI Minimization Procedures to pennit

the retention of Section 702-acquired infonnation in "backup and original evidence systems."

Tell SI3CR8THSlh'8R:C8PgPf8PO Rti Page 18
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Sec FBI Minimization IJrocedures at 24. Only systems administrators and technical personnel

may have access to such systems and data in them may not be viewed or used lor the purpose of

intelligence analysis. See id. Bacl...'Up and original evidence systems are used to preserve copies

of Section 702-acquired data in the fonn it was originally acquired. See July 15,2015

Memorandum at 16. Such unaltered copies an: unreadable without additional processing but can

be used in case ofemergency ''to restore lost, destroyed, or inaccessible dnta," or to create an

"original evidence copy" tor evidentiary uses (u., to establisb chain ofcustody in connection

with a criminal prosecution or to fulfill the government's criminal discovery obligations, see id.

at 16-17). See F13I .\<tinimization Procedures at 24. In the event backup and original evidence

systems are used to rc..<;torc lost, destroyed, or inaccessible data., the FBI must apply its

minimization procedures, including any applicable time limits on retention, to the restored data.

The government has also added a new provision to the FBJ Minimization Procedures

pennitting the FBI to retain Section 702-acquired information that is encrypted or believed to

contain secret meaning for any period oftime during which such material is subject to, or of use

in, cryptanalysis or otherwise deciphering sccn~t meaning. See id. at 25. Access to such

infonnation is restricted to FBI personnel engaged in cryptanalysis or deciphering secret

meaning. ~ lil Noopublic1y available information concerning unconsenting United States

persons retained under the provision cannot be used for any other purpose unIe-ss such usc is

pcnnitted under a different provision of the minimization procedures. ~ i.Q.. Once information

retained under this provision is dccf)'pted or its secn:1 meaning is ascertained, the generally-
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applicable retention restrictions of the procedures apply, though the government has stated that it

will calculate the age·ofT date from the later of the date ofdecryption or the date of expiration of

the certification pursuant to whieh the information was acquired. See July 15,2015

Memord!ldum at 18.19

Neither of these new provisions precludes the Coun from finding that the FBI

Minimization Procedures compen with Section 1801(h). Both arc narrowly tailored to serve

legitimate government interests in a manner that appropriately protects Donpublicly a\'ailable

infonnation concerning unconsenting United States persons.

4. Reponing Requirement for Disseminations to Privalc Entities or
lndividuals

The version of me FBIl'vlinimization Procedures that was approved by the Court in 2014

provides that '''infoooation that reasonably appears to be foreign intelligence information. is

necessary to understand foreign intelligence infonnation or assess its importance, or is evidence

of a crime'" may be disseminated to "'a private individual or entity in situations where the FBI

detennines that said private individual or entity is capable of providing assistance in mitigating

serious economic ham1 or serious hann to life or property. m See August 26, 2014 Opinion at 19

(quoting 2014 FBI Minimization Procedures at 33). Whenever reasonably practicable, such

dissemil1ations must not include infoffilation identifying a United Stales person "'unless the FBI

reasonably belicvcs it is nccessary to enable the recipient to assist in the mitigation or prevention

of the harm. ,., See id. (quoting 2014 FBI Mlnimization Procedures at 33). Suc-h disseminations

IY To avoid confusion regarding the applicable age-off requirements. the government is
encouraged to make this calculation methodology explicit in future versions of the procedures.
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must be reponed to 001 within ten business days. Sec id. The government bas retained the

foregoing language but added language requiring that disseminations pursuant to this provision

also promptly be reported to the FlSC. Sec FBI Minimization Procedures at 37. This

modification docs not alter the Court's conclusion that this provision of the procedures is

consistent with the requitements of Section J801 (h). See August 26, 2014 Opinion at 20.

5. Provisions PCnTIitting Compliance with Specific Constinltional. Judicial or
Legislative Mandates

The J\SA and CIA Minimization Procedures included as pan of the July 15,2015

Submission each contain new language stating that "[n.lothing in these procedures shall prohibit

the retention, processing, or dissemination of information reasonably necessary to comply with

specific constirutional, judicial, or legislative mandates." ~ NSA Minimization Procedures at

1; CIA Minimization Procedures at 4-5. These provisions were not included in the draft

proctXIurcs that were submitted to the Court in June 2015. but appear to have been added by tbe

government thereafter. They are not discussed in the July 15, 2015 Memorandwn.

The apparent breadth of these new provisions gives the Court pause. As discussed above,

the applicable definition ol"'minimization procedures" requires, inter alia.. "spccil1c procedures

... that are reasonably designed in light of the purpose and teclmique of the particular

surveillance, lO minimize the acquisition and retention, and prohibit the dissemination, of

nonpublicly available information concerning unconsenting United States persons consistent with

the need of the United States to obtain, produce, and disseminate foreign intelligence

infonnation." 50 U.S.C. §§ 1801(h)(I) (emphasis added). In light oftbis requiremen~ the NSA
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and CIA Minimization Procedures contain page after page of detailed restrictions on the

acquisition, retention, and dissemination, of Section 702-acquire-d infonnation concerning United

States persons. A provision that would allow the NSA and CIA to deviate from any of these

restrictions based upon unspecified "mandates" could undermine the Court's ability to fmd that

the procedures satisfy the above-described statutory requirement.

Il appears, however, that the government docs not intend to apply these provisions as

broadly as lheir language would arguably pennil. fn 2012, the governmenl proposed a similar

provision as part of minimization procedwes to be applied by NCTC in handling ccrtain

unminimized terrorism-related infonnation a<:quired by FBI pursuant 10 other provisions of

FISA. In requesting approval ofa provision that would allow NCTC personnel to deviate from

other requirements of its minimization procedures when "reasonably necessary to comply with

specific constitutional, judicial. or legislative mandates,"the government asscrtcd that

"Executive Branch orders or directives \"ill not trigger this provision, nor will g(,,'Oera.l

Congressional dircctivcs that are not specific to information NCTC receives pursuant to this

motion." See Government's Submission or

Amendments to Standard Minimization Procedures tor FBI Eleetromc Surveillance and Physical

Scarch Conducted Under FTSA and Submis~;on of Revised Minimization Procedures for the

NCTC, _submitted on April 23, 2012, at 31-32. The Court approved the NCTC minimization

procedures with the understanding that this provision would be applied sparingly, The Court

dcscribed the provision as permitting NCTC personnel to "rctain, proc<:ss or disseminate

information when reasonably necessary to fulfill specific legal requiremcDts" and compared it to

TOP SE€R£THSIfs'9R€O~S~i9FOIti'. Page 22
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a more narrowly-drafted provision of separate procedures that permits CiA.. to retain or

disseminate information tbat is "required by law to be retained or disseminated." _

Memorandum Opinion and Order issued 011 May 18, 2012,

at II (emphasis added).

The Court understands based on informal communications bchveen the Court staff and

attorneys for the government that NSA and CIA intend to apply the similar provisions at issue

here in the same narrow manner. In any case, to avoid a deficiency under the abovevdescribed

definition of "minimizalion procedures," lhe Court must construe the phrase "specific

constiult,ional, judicial, or legislative mandates" to include only those mandates containing

language that clearly and specifically requires action in contravention of an otherwise-applicable

provision of the requirement oftbe minimization procedures. Such clear and specific language.

for instance, might be found in a court order requiring the government to preserve a particular

target's communications beyond the date when they would otherwise lx: subject to age-offunder

the minimization procedures. On the other hand, these provisions should not be interpreted as

pemlitting an othcf\vise prohibited retention or lise of information simply because that retention

or usc could assist the govemment in complying with a general statutory requirement, sllch as

those stated at 50 U.S.C. § 1881a(b). To ensure that these pro'visions arc being applied in a

manner consislcnt with the Court's understanding, the government will be directed to promptly

report any usc thereof to the Court in ""riting, along with a written justification for each such

Page 23
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action. See page 78 below.'o

6. Provisions Concerning Queries ofInfonnation Acquired Through
Collection Under Section 702

Finally, the NSA, CIA, and FBI Minimization Procedures included as part of the July 15,

2015 Submission all include revised provisions concerning queries of unminimized data acquired

pursuant to Section 702. The previously-approved minimization procedures for all three

agencies pennit appropriately-trained personnel with access to Section 702-acquired infonnation

to query repositories containing such infonnation, subject to certain restrictions. See PCLQB

Report at 55. The tenns used to conduct such queries may in some circumstances include

infonuation concerning United States persons or otherwise be expected to return infonnation

about a United States person. See id. at 55-60.

a. NSA and CIA querying provisions

The NSA and CIA Minimization Procedures accompanying the 2015 Certifications

contain several important restrictions that have been carried forward from prior versions of the

procedures. Most notably, all tenns used to query the contents of communications acquired

through Section 702, such as phone numbers or key words, must be terms "reasonably likely to

return foreign intelligence infonnation." See NSA Mioimization Procedures at 7; CIA

Minimization Procedures at 3. This requirement applies to all queries of Section 702-acquired

20 The Court understands that the government may have added these new provisions to
clarifY that infonnation acquired under Section 702 may be shared with Members of Congress or
Congressional committees in connection with Congressional oversight of the program. If so, the
Court would urge the government to consider replacing these broadly-worded provisions with
language that is narrowly tailored to that purpose.
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contents, not just queries containing United States-person identifiers. ~ NSA Minimization

Procedures at 7; CIA Minimization Procedures at 3. Further, the NSA and eTA Minimization

Procedures continue to require that both agencies maimain records of all United States-person

identifiers that arc used to query Section 702 data and that such records be made available for

mandatory review by DOJ and ODNI. .s.IT NSA Minimization Procedures at 7; CIA

Minimization Procedures at 3?1

In addition, the NSA and CIA Minimization Procedures accompanying the 2015

Certifications now also mandate that NSA and CIA prepare "a statement of facts establishing that

the use of any [United States-person1 identifier as a selection tcrm is reasonably designed to

return foreign intelligence infonnation as defined in FISA," see KSA Minimization Procedures at

7; CIA Minimization Procedures at 3. Like the records referred to above, lhcsc ....'Iiltcn

justifications are provided to DOJ and ODNI to facilitate their oversight of NSA and CIA

queries. See July 1S, 2015 Memorandum at 20-21.22

21 The NSA Minimization Procedures alw continue to preclude United States.pcrson
queries of iLs "upstream collection." See NSA Min.imization Procedures at 7. Such collection
includes Internet communications acquired through the assistance of providers that control the
"backbone" over which Internet communications arc carried and is more likely than other forms
of Section 702 collection to co
foreign imelligence value. S££
Memorandum Opinion entered on OctobC'r 3. 2011, at 5 n.3, 33-41 ("October 3. 2011 Opinion").
Because only NSA receives "upstream collection,"~ id. at 18 n.17, CIA and FBI are unable to
query information SO acquired.

22 Representatives of DOJ and ODNt conduct bi-monthly reviews at NSA and CIA to
assess the agencies' compliance with the Section 702 targeting and minimizaLion procedures.
July 15.2015 Memorandum. Tab 1 at 2, 4. As part oflhose re\'ie~'s, those DOl and ODNl
represcntati"'es review all United States-person identifiers approved for use in querying the

(continued...)
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These additional requirements ,viii rcsult in no change in practice, as NSA and CiA

already prepare and record foreign intelligence juslifications for each query, whieh are

subsequently provided to DOJ and ODNI oversight personnel. Nevertheless, adding these

documentation requirements to thc NSA and CIA Minimization Procedures serves to further

reduce the risk thai SC(,1ion 702-acquired information concerning United States persons will be

used, or even accessed, for improper purposc!>. The Court agrees with the government and Ms.

Jeffress23 that the revised querying provisions of the NSA and CIA Minimization Procedures are

consistent \viLh the requirements of Section 1801(h).

b. FBI querping provisions

i. Description a/the FBI querying provisions

The FBI Minimization Procedures also pcnnit appropriately-trained personnel to conduct

queries of systems containing Section 702 data. Sl.'C FBI Minimization Procedures at 11 (queries

of electronic and data storage systems); see id. at 28-29 (queries ofad hoc systems). In one

respect, the queries pennittcd under the 1781's procedures are broader than those allowed by the

NSA and CIA Minimization Procedures. Queries by FBI personnel of Section 702-acquired data

n(...continued)
contents of Section 702-acquircd communications as well as the ....Titlen documentation ofthc
foreign intelligence justifications for each such query. See id. at 3, 4. When necessary to assess
compliance, additional infonnation is requested by the oversight personnel and provided by
NSA, and any compliance issues are promptly reported to the FISC. See lil. at 3, 4.

21 See Amicus Brief at 14 ("I conclude that the NSA and CLA. minimi7..ation procedures
are sufficient to ensure thaI the use ofD.S. person identifiers for th[e] purpose of [quetying
Section 702-acquired infonnation] complies with the statutory requirements of Section 702 and
with the Founh Amendment.").
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may be reasonably designed to "find and extract" either ''foreign intelligence infonnation" or

"evidence of a crime," See id, at 11,28-29. Both types of queries have been explicitly permitted

by the FBI Minimization Procedures since 2009.24 Unlike NSA and CIA, the FBI applies this

standard to aLi queries of Section 702-acquired information, regardless of whether the querying

teon includes infonnation concerning a United States person. Sec id.; see also Oct. 20 Transcript

at 19-20:~ The FDI al:so applies this standard regardless of whether the dataset being queried

I ". • • ••

24 in the Court approved FBI Minimization Procedures that
incorporated in a nwnbcr of respects not relevant here. the "Standard
Minimization Procedures for FBI Electronic Surveillance and Physical Search Conducted Under
the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act" ""hid e Attorney General on
Octo 22 2 . ted to this Court in ("October 2008 SYlPs").

,Memorandum Op p 7,2009, at 14-17 ("April?,
pmIon' ). ectton ,0 of the October 2008 SMPs penniHed FBI personnel to use queries

that were reasonably designed ';0 find and extract foreign intelligence- infonn:ltion or evidence of
a crime and to minimize the extraction of third-party infonnation." See Oct 2008 SMPs at 16.

23 The FBI Minimization Procedures contain a general statement that, except for certain
listed provisions, "these procedures do not apply to infonnation concerning Txm·United States
persons." FBI Minimi7Aition Procedures at 2. The querying provisions discussed in the text
above are not among the listed exceptions. ~ id. Nevertheless, there are substantial quantities
of infonnation concerning United States persons \\'ithin the Section 702 data subject 10 querying
by the FBi, and it is impossible for FBI personnel to know beforehand whether or not United
States-person information will be responsive to a given query of that data. Accordingly, the
Court does not understand the above-described exception for "infonnation concerning non
United Stales persons" to qualify the requirement that each query be reasonably designed to find
and exlmet foreign intelligence infonnation or evidence of a crime. In light of the FBI's practice

(continued...)
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includes the contents of communications or only mctadala. Sec FBI Minimiz::uion Procedures at

t 1-12, 28-29. The FBI Minimization Procedures require thal records be maintained of all queries

of the Section 702 acquired data, and that such records include the lenn used in making each

query. See iQ.,at 11,29. Unlike CIA and NSA, however. the FBI do(..'S not require its personnel

to record their justifications for any queries. ~ til

The government has added language to the querying provisions of the FBI Minimization

Procedures to clarify that a search of an FBI storage ~"Ystcm containing raw-FISA acquired

infonnation does not constitute a "query" within the meaning of the procedures if the user

conducting the search does not receive access to unminimized Section 702-acquired infonnatioD

in response to the search. See id. at 11_12,29.26 In such cases, the query results include a

notification tluu the queried datasel contains Section 702-acquircd infonuation responsive to the

query. ~ id. at 12 n.4.

Tbe new language also clarifies what actions an agent or analyst without appropriate

training and access to Section 702 infonnation may take upon receiving a positive "hit"

indicating the existence of (but not access to) responsive inlonnation. ~ FBI Minimization

Procedures at 12 n.4. Sueh a user may request that FBI personnel with Section 702 access rerun

lS(...eonlinucd)
of applying this standard to all queries of damsets including Section 702-acquired information,
~ October 20 Trmscript at 20, the FBJ also does not appear to consider the exceptjon to apply
in thjs regard.

'26 This can occur either because the user rwming tbe query bas DOl been granted access to
raw FISA-acquired information, or because a user who has been granted such access has chosen
(0 limit the query such that it 'Nill not return raw fISA-acquircd infonnation. Sec FBI
~inimization Procedures at 11-12.29.
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the query if it otherwise would be aut.hori7..ed by the FBI Minimization Procedures and if the

request is approved b}' bOlh the user's supervisor and by a national security supervisor. See id,

Generally speaking, the user without access 10 FISA-acquired information can be provided \v1lh

access to information contained in the query results only if such information reasonably appears

(based on the review of FBI personnel with authorized access to Section 702-acquired

infonnation) to be foreign inteUigence information, to be necessary to understand foreign

intelligence information, or to be evidence of a crime. See id. If it is "'1mclcar," however,

whether one of these standards is met, -<the user, who does not othem'ise ha..'c authori7..ed access

may review thc qucry result solely in order to assist in the detcnuination of whether information

contained within the results meets those standards," rd. According to the government, such

situations are "very rare,'" See October 20 Transcript at 45.

In addition, on the PCLOB's recommendation,~ PCLOB Report at 137-38

(Recommendation 2), the government has added language to the qUeTying provisions of the FBI

Minimization Procedures to more fully dcscribe the FBI's qu~rying practices.21 This language is

27 Specifically, the procedures stale:

It is a routine and encouraged practice for the FBI to query databases containing la\\-fully
acquired information, including FISA-acquired infonnation, in furtherance of the FBI's
authorized intelligence and law enforcemem activities, such as assessments,
investigations and llnelligence collection. Section m.D governs the conduct of suc-h
q\leries, Examples of such queries include, but are not limited to, queries reasonably
designed to identify foreign intclligt=nce infonnation or evidence of a crime related to an
ongoing authorized investigation or reasonably designed queries conducted by FBI
personnel in making an initial decision to open an assessmem concerning a threat to the
national security, thc prcvcmion or protection against a Federal crime, or the collection of
forei/:,'U intelligencc, as authorizt=d by the Attorney General Guidelines, These examples

(continued...)
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descriptive and works no change to the applicable querying requirements or to the FB['s querying

practices.2
'

ii. Analysis ofthe FBI querying provisions

Amicus curiae Amy Jeffress has raised concerns regarding the querying provisions of ,he

FBI Minimization Procedures. See Amicus Brief at 18·28. Ms. Jeffress does not specifically

assert that the querying provisions render the procedures inconsistent with the applicable

statutory definition ofminimization procedures. Nevertheless. she contends that the FBI

Minimization Procedures "go far beyond the purpose for which the Section 702-acquired

infonnalion is collected in pcnnirting queries that are unrelated to national set:urity." See id. at

T/(...continued)
are illustrative and neither expand nor restricllhe scorx,: orthe queries authorized in the
language above.

FBI Minimization Procedures at 11 n.4; see also id. at 28 n.8 (similar language).

25 TIle FBI ha" adopted one policy change that is not retlected in its minimization
procedures. The government has imposed additionallimitatiolls on the FBI's use of Section 702
acquired inJormation in connection with non·foreign intelligence criminal matters. These
limitations, which are retlected in the ODl\TI's Signals Intelligence Rcfonn 2015 Anniversary
Report, arc described in the report as follows:

[Clonsistent v.rith the recommendation of the [PCLOB], information acquired under
Section 702 about a U.S. person will not be introduced as evidence against that person in
any criminal proceeding except (1) v.ith the approval of the Attorney General, and (2) in
criminal cases with national security implications or certain other serious crimes. This
change will ensure that, if [001] decides to use information acquired under Section 702
about a U.S. person in a criminal case, it will do so only for national security purposes or
in prosecuting the most serious crimes.

Amicus Brief at 17 (quoling http://icontherecord.tumhlr.com/ppd·28J2015/privacy-eivil·
liberties#section.702); see also id. al 18 (further describing policy).
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19. The Court respectfully dlsagrees.

There is no statutory requirement that all activities involving Section 702 data serve

solely a foreign intelligence national security pmpose. To be sure, Section 702 was enacted to

pcnnit "the targeting of persons reasonably believed to be located outside the United States to

acquire foreign intelligence information." 50 U.S.c. § 1881a(a) (emphasis added). But even at

the time of acquisition, the statute does not require the govenunent to have as its sole purpose

obtaining foreign intelligence information. Rather, the AG and DNI need certify only that

obtaining foreign intelligence information is "a significant purpose" of the acquisition. See id. §

] 881 a(g)(2)(v) (emphasis added).19 Under the "significant purpose" standard, an acquisition

under Section 702 is permissible ';even if 'foreign intelligence' is only a significant - nOl a

primary - pUflX'se" of fie targeting decision. See In re Sealed Case, 310 FJd 717, 734 (FISA Ct.

Rev. 2002) (dlscussing 2001 amendment to Title 1of FISA pennitting government to conduct

electronic surveillance based upon certification that obtaining foreign intelligence information is

a "significant purpose of the surveillance").30

Nor does FISA foreclose any examination or use of information acquired pursuant to

SecLion 702 thai lacks a purpose relating to foreign intelligence. It is true that the government's

19 Asd

purpose. See

I I .:t. ,.

30 50 U.S.c. § 1804 (a)(6)(b) - the substance of which appeared in subsection
1804(a)(7)(B) at the time of In re Sealed Case - requires that each application for an order
approving electronic surveillance under FISA contain a certification by a high-level Executive
Branch ofJ1cial that, among other things, "a significant purpose of the surveillance is to obtain
foreign intelligence infonnation."
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minimization procedures must be '~easonablydesigned in light of the purpose and technique of

the {collection}, to minimize the ... retention, and prohibit the dissemination, of nonpublicly

available information concerning unconsenting United States persons consistent with the need of

the United States to obtain. produce. and disseminate foreign intelligence information," 50

U.S.c. § 1801(h)(I) (cmpha<;is added), and must limit the dissemination ofn.onpub1icly available

il1fonnatioll identifying unconscnting Unjted States persons to certain circumstances, s\:c id. §

180 1(h)(2). Notwithslanding these rcquirements, however, FISA states that the minimization

procedures must also "allow for the retention and dissemination of infonnation mat is evidence

of a crime which has been, is being, or is aOOut to be committed and that is to be retained or

disseminated for law enforcement purposes." !Q.. § 180 I(h)(3). Hence, FlSA does not merely

contemplate, hut expressly requires, that the government's procedures provide for the retention

and dissemination of Section 702-acquired information that is evidence ofcrime for law

enforcement purposes. This requirement applies whether or not the crime in question relates to

foreign intelljgence or national security. ~ 111 rc Scaled Case, 310 FJd at 731 (notwithstanding

restrictions in subsections 1801 (h)( 1)-(2), subsection 1801 (h)(3) permits "the retention and

dissemination of non·roreign intelligence inlonn<.ition which is evidence of ordinary crimes for

preventative or prosecutorial purposes") (italics in original).

Ms. Jeffress acknowledges !.his statutory framework permits the retention and

dissemination ror law enforcement purposes ofevidence of crimes that is discovered by queries

of the Section 702-acquired data that are designed to find and extract foreign intelligence

information. Sce October 20 Transcript at 10. She suggests, however, that it restricts queries of
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the unrninimi:l...ed data - in particular those that arc predicated on United States·pcrson

infonnation - that are designed to elicit infonnation about crimes wuelated to forcign

intelligence. See id. But this distinction finds no support in the slatutorytcxt. Nothing in the

statute precludes the examination of infonnation that has othcrwlse been propcrly acquired

through application of the tnrgeting procedures and retained under the minimization procedures

for the purpose of finding evidence of crimes, whether or nol those crimes relate to foreign

imelligcnce.

It would be a Slrained reading of the definition ofminimb·..8tion procedures to pennit FBI

personnel 10 retain and disseminatc Section 702 information con5tituting cvidcncc of a crime

implicating a United States person for law enforcement purposes, but to prohibit them from

querying Section 702 data in a manner designed to identify such evidence. And such an

interpretation would lead to anomalous results: FBI personnel who came across one

communication acquired under Section 702 that incriminates a United States person - perhaps

because it was responsive to a query for foreign intelligence infonnation - would be prohibited

from running queries tailored to identify additional communications obtained under Section 702

pertaining to the same erilninal activity, even Lhough Section 1801(11.)(3) explicitly authorizes the

retention and dissemination of such infonnation for law enforcement purposes.

Finally, the Court respectfully disagrees with \15. Jeffress' assenion that the FBI's

querying practices run afoul of the Foreignlntclligence Surveillance Court of Review's

admonition that ""the FlSA process cannot be u..<;ed as a device to investigate '\-\'holly unrelated

ordinary crimes.'" See Amicus Brief at 18 (quoting In re Sealed Case, 310 F.3d at 736)). The
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Court of Review made that statement in rejecting the government's contention that "even

prosecutions of nan-foreign intelligence crimes arc consistent "'lith a purpose of gaining foreign

intelligence information so long as the government's objective is to stop espionage or terrorism

by putting an agent of a foreign power in prison." Sec In rc Sealed Case. 310 F.3d at 735·736

(italics in original). The Conn of Review concluded that it would be an ",momalous reading" of

the "significant purpose" language of 50 U.S.C. § 1804(aX6)(B) to allow the usc of electronic

surveillance in such a casco See id. at 736. The Court nevertheless stressed, however, that "[s]o

long as the government entertains a realistic option or dcallng with the agent other than through

criminal prosecution., it satisfies the significant purpose test." (d. at 735.

The FBr's use of queries designed to elicit evidence of crimes unrelated to foreign

intelligence- docs not convert Section 702 acquisitions into "a device to investigate wholly

unrelated ordinary crimes." The FBI's querying provisions apply only to infonnation that has

been acquired following application of the NSA Targeting Procedures. As discussed above,

those targeting procedures require that before tasking a selector for collection, NSA lirst make a

particularized assessment, based on the totality of the circumstances, that the user of the selector

is expected to possesses or rcccivc, or is likely to communicate, foreign intelligence information

concerning a foreign power or a foreign territory. See NSA Targeting Procedures at 4. This

requirement ensures that at least a significant purpose oreach targeting decision under Section

702 is the acquisition of foreign intelligence information. Querie-s of the data acquired through

application of this targeti.ng process that are designed 10 elicit evidence of crimes unrelated to

foreign intelligence arc thercforc consistent with the "significant purpose" language of Section
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1881a(g)(2XA)(v).

Finally, it must be noted that the FBI Minimization Procedures impose substantial

restrictions on the use and dissemination of information derived from queries tha.... taken

together, ensure that the requirements of Seclion 1801 (h) are satisfied. In the event that a query

produces a positive hit on Section 702-acquircd infomlation, the query results can only be

viewed by FBI persoJUlel who are appropriately trained and approved to handle such infomlation

and "only for the purpose of determjoing whether it reasonably appears to be foreign intelligence

information, to be necessary to understand foreign intelligence information or to assess its

importance, or to be evidence of a crime." See FBI Minimization Procedures at 8. Generally.

other FBI personnel who have not been trained for and granted access to FISA·acqulred

information are oat aUO\vcd to view the query results unless the intormation has fust been

determined by appropriately cleared persormclto meet one of those standards. See FBI

Minimization Procedures at 12 n.4.~1 Information that is determined to meet one of those

criteria can be retained for further investigation and analysis and may be disseminated only In

accordance with additional restrictions. See id.; see also h.L. at 30-37. Before using FISA-

acquired infonnation for further investigation, analysi~, or dissemination, the FBI must strike, OT

substitute a characterization for, information of or concerning a United States person, including

that person's identity, if it does not reasonably appear to be foreign inteUigence information, to

~1 In "very rare" circumstances, see October 20 Transcript at 45, FBI personnel who arc
not trained for and do not have access to Section 702-acquired information may view the result,,;
of a query-solely to aid in the determination of whether the information constilutes foreign
intelligence information or evidence of a crime. See FBI Minimization Procedures at 120.4.
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be necessary to understand foreign intelligence infonnation or assess its importance, or to be

evidence of a crime. See id. at 9.

B~ed on the foregoing, the Court concludes that the rc"iscd querying provisions of the

FBI Minimization Procedures eomport \\lith tbe requirements ofScction 1801 (h). Ms. Jeffress'

constitutional concerns about these provisions are addressed below.

7. Conclusion

for the reasons stated above and in the Court's opinions in the Prior 702 Dockets, the

Court concludes that the NSA. FBI, and CIA Minimization Procedures satisfy tbe definition of

minimization procedures at Section 1801 (h).

D. The Targeting and Minimization Procedures Arc Consistent with the Fourth
Amcndment

Tbe Coun next considers whether the targeting and minimization procedures included in

the July 15, 2015 Submission are consistent witb the requirements urthe Fourth Amendment.

& 50 U.s.C. § lS81a(i)(3)(A).

I. The Applicable Analytical Framework

The Fourth Amendment does not require the government 10 obtain a warrant to conduct

surveillance "to obtain foreign intelligence for naliona! security purposes (that]ls directed against

foreign powers or agents of foreign powerl;; reasonably believed to be located outside the United

States." In re Directives Pursuant to Section lOSE ofFISA, Dockel No. 08-01, Opinion at 18-19

(FISA Ct. Rev. Aug. 22,2008) ("'Tn re Directivcs").J2 This exception to the Fourth

J2 A declassified version of the opinion in In rc Directives is available at 551 F.3d 1004
(continued...)
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Amendment's warrant requirement applies even when a United States person is the target of such

a surveillance. See id. at 25-26 (discussing internal Executive Branch criteria for targeting

United States persons). The FISC has previously concluded that the acquisition of foreign

intelligence information pursuant to Section 702 falls within this "foreign intelligence exception"

to the warrant requirement ofthe Fourth Amendment. See September 4, 2008 Opinion at 34-36;

accord United States v. Mohamud, 2014 WL 2866749 at *15-18 (D. Or. June 24, 2014).

It follows that the targeting and minimization procedures are consistent with the

requirements of the Fourth Amendment if those procedures, as implemented, are reasonable. In

assessing the reasonableness of a governmental intrusion under the Fourth Amendment, the court

must "balance the interests at stake" under the "totality of the circumstances." Id. at 20. The

court must consider "the nature of the government intrusion and how the government intrusion is

implemented. The more important the government's interest, the greater the intrusion that may

be constitutionally tolerated." In re Directives at 19-20 (citations omitted).

If the protections that are in place for individual privacy interests are sufficient in
light of the governmental interest at stake, the constitutional scales will tilt in
favor of upholding the government's actions. If, however, those protections are
insufficient to alleviate the risks of government error and abuse, the scales will tip
toward a finding of unconstitutionality.

Id. at 20.

The government's national security interest in conducting acquisitions pursuant to

Section 702 '''is of the highest order of magnitude.'" September 4, 2008 Opinion at 37 (quoting

32(...continued)
(FISA Ct. Rev. 2008).
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In re Directives at 20). With rcgard to the individual privacy interests involved, the Court has

concluded, as discllssed above, that the targeting procedures now before it are reasonably

designed to target non-Uniled States persons who are locatcd outside the United States. Such

pCrsons fall outside the ambit of Fourth Amendment protection. See September 4, 2008 Opinion

at 37 (citing Unitcd States v. Verdugo-Urnuide7. 494 U.S. 259,274-75 (1990».

cvcnhcless. because the governmcnt acquires under Section 702 communications to

which nited States persons and persons \\ithin the United States are panies, that is not the end

of the matter. Such acquisitions can occur when those non-targeted persons arc parties to a

communication that is to or from, or that contains a reference to, a tasked selector. See

September 4, 2008 Opinion at 15-20. Such communications may also be acquired \"ilen they

constitute pan of a larger "Internet transaction"~

that also contains one or more communications that arc

to or from, or thai contain a reference to, a tasked selector. in the lattcr case, the entire

transaction may be unavoidably acquired by the NSA's "upstream" collection. See Octobr.:r 3,

2011 Opinion atS, 30_31.33

In the I)rior 702 Dockets, the FISC concluded that earlier versions ofthc various

agencies' tW'gcting and minimization procedures adequately protected the substantial Fourth

JJ FISA minimization prolects the privacy interests or United States persons in
communications in which they are discussed, regardless of whether they were parties to such
communications. Sec Section 1801(h)(1) (protecting ''oonpubJicly available information
concerning unconsenting United States persons') (emphasis added). In contrast, non-targets
generally do not have a Fourth Amendment-protected interest in communications in which they
arc discussed, unless they are also p<rrties to the communication. See Alderman v. United States,
394 U.S. 165. 174-76 (1969).
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Amendment interests that are implicated by the acquisition of communications of such United

Statcs persons. ~.~ August 26, 2014 Opinion at 38-40; August 30. 2013 Opinion at 24-25.

10 the FISC's assc~mcnt. the combined effect ofthesc procedures has been "to substantially

reduce the risk that non~larget infomJation concerning United States persons or persons inside the

United States will be used or disseminated" and to ensure that "non~target information that is

subject to protection under FISA or the Fourth Amendment is not retained any longer than is

reasonably necessary." August 26, 2014 Opinion at 40 (internal quotation marks omitted).

2. The FBI's Quening Practices Do Not Render the Targeling and
Minimization Procedures Inconsistent with the Fourth Amendment

Amicus curiae Amy Jeffress urges the Court to reconsider its prior Fourth Amendment

assessments and to reach "a different conclusion" in light of the provisions of the FBi

Minimization Procedures, discussed above, permitting agents and analysts to query the Section

702-acquired information in the FBI's possession using United States-person infonnation for the

purpose of finding evidence of crimes unrelated to foreign intelligence. & Amicus Drief at 22.

Ms. Jeffress asserts that without additional safeguards. such querying is inconsistent with the

requirements of the Fomth Amendment:

TIle FBI's querying procedures effectively treat Section 702~acquired data like
any other database that can be queried for any legitimate law enforcement purpose. The
minimization procedures do not place any restrictions Oil querying the data using U.S.
person identifiers .... As a result, the FBI may query the data using U.S. person
identifiers for purposes of any criminal investigation or even an assessment. There is no
requirement that the matter be a serious one, nor that it have any relation to national
security.... [l1hesc practices do not comply with .... the Fourth Amendment.

IQ.,. at 19. According to Ms. Jeffress, the querying provisions of the FBI Minimization Procedures

should be revised to "require a written justification for each u.s. person quer)' of the database
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that explains why the query is relevant to foreign intelligence infonnation or is otherwise

justified," or in some other manner that provides additional protection for the United States

person information in the FBI's possession. See id. at 27.

Although the FBrs minimization procedures have for several years expressly permitted

the FBI to query unminimized Section 702-acquircd data using query terms that are reasonably

designed to find and extracl nol only foreign intelligence infonuation but also evidence ofa

crime, Ms. Jeffress raises concerns thai the Court has not expressly addressed in iL<i prior Section

702 Opinions. The Coun agrees with Ms. Jeffress,~ ilL at 21-24, that it is not bound by its

prior approvals of procedures pennitting such querying. Indeed, Section 702 requires the Coun

to assess anew whether the procedures accompanying each certification submitted to it for review

are both consistent\",itb both the applicable stannory requirements and with the Fourth

Amendment. See 50 U.S.C. § 1881a(i)(2)(B)-(C), (iX3XA). After conducling the required

reassessment, the Coun concludes (hat the FBI's querying practices do nol render the

government's implementation of Section 702 inconsistent \v1th the Fourth Amendment.

Ms. Jeffress contends that each query by FBI personnel of Section 702-acquired

infonnation is a "separate action subject to the FOutih Amendment reasonableness test." See

October 20 Transcript at 6; see also Amicus Brief at 24-25. The government agrees that the

FBT's querying process is relevant to the Collit's reasonableness analysis, but asserts that each

query is not a "separate Fourth Amendment event" that should be independently assessed. See

October 20 Transcript at 19. Rather, in the government's view, it is -'the program as a whole

[that] must ... be reasonable under the Fourth Amendment:' See id. The Court agrees with the
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application of the pre-tasking provisions of the applicable targeting procedures. See NSA

Targeting Procedures at 1-6; FBI Targeting Procedures at 1-3. For each selector while it is

subject to tasking, there are post-tasking requirements designed to ascertain, for example,

whether its targeted user has entered the United States. See NSA Targeting Procedures at 6-8.

And pursuant to the minimization procedures, there are detailed rules concerning the retention,

use, and dissemination of information obtained pursuant to Section 702. See NSA Minimization

Procedures at 3-16; FBI Minimization Procedures at 5-33; CIA Minimization Procedures at 1-9.

Given the number of decisions and volume of information involved, it should not be

surprising that occasionally errors are made. Moreover, the government necessarily relies on

_ processes in performing post-tasking checks, see, M,., August 30, 20 J 3 Opinion at 7-

9, and in acquiring, routing, storing, and when appropriate purging Section 702 infonnation.

~,M,., April 7, 2009 Opi.nion at 17-22. Because of factors such as changes in conununications

technology or inadvertent error, these processes do not always function as intended.

It is apparent to the Court that the implementing agencies, as well as ODNI and the

National Security Division ("NSD") of DOJ devote substantial resources to their compliance and

oversight responsibilities under Section 702,16 With relatively few exceptions - one of which is

" rd. at I.

J6 Indeed, during the past year, NSD has provided the Court with a very detailed
overview of its and ODN1's oversight efforts with respect to thc Intelligcnce Community's
implementation ofScction 702. In July 2014, PCLOB recommended that the government
provide the Court with random samples of tasking sheeLs and (NSA 's and ClA's) United States
person query tcnns to assist the Court's consideration of Section 702 cerofications. PCLOB

(continued... )
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discussed in detail below - instances of non-compliance are identified promptly and appropriate

remediaJ actions are taken, to include purging information that was improperly obtained or

otherwise subjccl to dcslTuction requirements. Accordingly, the Court's overall assessment of

lhe implementalion of, and compliance v..~lh.lhe targeting and minimization procedures permits a

finding that the these procedures, as implemented, satisfY the applicable starutOly requirements.

Nonetheless, the Court believes it is useful to discuss the following aspects of implementation

and, in some respects, to direct the government to provide additional information.

1. The FBI's Non-compliance With Attomev-Clicnt Minimization
Procedures

FlSA's defJnilion of minimization procedures at Section l80I(h) dot."S not, by its terms,

afford any special protection to communications subject to the attomey~clicntprivilege.'7

Nevertheless, as discussed above, the minimization procedures under review have specific rules

for handling attorney-client communications. See NSA Minimization Procedures at 10; FBI

Minimization Procedures at 12-17,29-30; CIA ~'finimizatjon Procedures at 5-7. Because the FBI

36(••• conlinued)
Report at 141 (Recommendation 4). The government adopted this recommendation, and in
January 20] 5 it provided the Court's legal staff with an extensjve briefmg on its oversight
activities, as well as sample tasking sheets and query terms. The- govcmmenl offered to make
additional tasking sheets and query terms available to the Court. At the Court's requesl, the
government provided an overview of its Section 702 oversight efforts to all of the Court's judges
in May 2015, which included a review of sample tasking sheets. These bric[rngs confirmed the
Court's earlier understaJ1ding that the government's oversight efforts with respect to Section 702
collection are robust.

n FlSA does provide that "[0]0 otherwise privileged communjcation obtained in
accordance with, or in violation of, the provisions of [FISA] shall lose its privileged character."
50 U.S.C. § 1806(a).
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has law enforcement responsibilities and often works closely with prosecutors in criminal cases,

its procedures have detailed requirements for cases in which a target is kno\'.11 to be charged with

a federal crime. Unless otherwise authorized by the NSD, the FBI must establish a separate

review team whose members "have no role in the prosecution of the charged criminal matter" to

conduct the initial review of such a target's communications. FBI Minimization Procedures at

13. When that review team identifies a privileged communication concerning the charged

criminal matter, "the original record or portion thercof containing that privileged

communication" is sequestered with the FISC and other copies are destroyed (save only any

electronic version retained as an archival backup, access to ""hich is restricted). Jd. As discussed

above, the FBI Minimization Procedures contain new provisions designed to further enhance the

protection of attorney-client privileged communications. & FBI Minimization Procedures at

17-18.

At the time the Court was considering the 2014 Certifications, the government had

identified lIinstances, discovered in the preceding six months, in which FBI case agents knew

that persons targeted under Section 7021aced federal criminal charges, but had not established

the required review teams. See August 26, 2014 Opinion at 35-36. The government generally

attributed those instances to individual failures or confusion, rather than a "systematic issue." lQ.

The Court's Memorandum Opinion and Order issued in cOTIDeetion with the 2014 Certifications

noted that one would expect the number ofScction 702 targets charged with federal crimes to be

fairly small, given that these targets are reasonably believed to be non-United States persons

located outside of the United States ld. at 36. Accordingly, the Court noted thatllthen-recenl
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cases in which the FBI had not established the required review teams seemed to represent a

potentially signjficant rate of non-compliance. Id. In light of this, the Court required, among

other things, that thc government make a subscquent written submission providing an assessment

of the adequacy of the governrnelll's training, guidance and oversight efforts \\,11h regard to the

requirements for attorney-client privileged communications in the FBI Minimization Procedures.

Id. aI42-43.

Sincc the Court approved the prior certifications in August 2014, the government ha<;

identified an additional.nstanees in whieh FBI ease agents knew that persons targeted under

Section 702 faced federal criminal charges, but did not establish the required review teams.J8 In

notifying the Courto_hcse instances, the government wrote that "[w]hile there

have been isolated instances in which FBI personnel have not established review teams, the

Government continues to bel ieve that these were the result of individual failures or confusion and

38 See Quarterly Report to tile FISC Concerning Compliance Matters Under Section 702
of FISA, submitted on December 19, 2014 ("December 19,2014 Compliance Repon"), at 83-86;
Quarterly Report to the FISC Concerning Compliance Matters Under Section 702 ofFISA,
submitted on March 20, 2015 ("March 20, 2015 Compliance Report"), at 71-73; Quarterly
Report to the FlSC Concerning Compliance Matters Under Section 702 of FISA, submitted on
June 19,2015 ("June 19, 2015 Compliance Report"), at 110-113; September 18, 2015
Compliance Re art at 134-135' Se tember 9 2015, Prclimin' Noiiec of Compliance Incident
Re ardin
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not a systematic issue.")') Review of the individual instances indeed suggests that at least some

FBI case agents arc generally aware of the requiremcnt for a rcview tcam when a Section 702

target is charged ""rith a federal crime, but they arc confused about the specific requirements of

the FBI Minimization Procedures. ~instances. for example, the relevant FBI case agents

set up ad hoc or informal review teams wherein a case agent or a professional support employee

not involved with thc investigation was assigned to review conummications for attomey-elient

privileged material prior to the case agent and team members reviewing the commwtications.oItl

In.other instances. the relevant FBT case agents were generally aware of the requirement

for a rc\>icw tc~ but mistakenly believed that a review team is not required if the pertinent

charging documcnt is under seal or if the target is located outside of the United States.41

The Court was cxtremely concerned about these additional instances ofnon-compliance,

and at the October 8 Hearing on compliance mallers, the Court asked the government to explain

why there bad been an additional.nstanccs of non-compliance in the past year.42 The

government indicated that it had taken a two-pronged approach 10 improving compliance 'with

these provisions of the minimization procedures during the preceding year. Id. at 3.

39 Sec December 19,2015 Compliance Report at 83, 86; June 19, 2015 Compliance
Report al 113; September 18,2015 Compliance Report at. 135; September 9 Preliminary Notice
at 2; October 5 Preliminary Notice at 2; and Oct.ober 8 Preliminary Notice at 2·3 .

.a See December 19,2014 Compliance Report at 83, 85·86; and JWlC 19, 2015
Compliance Report at 112.

41 See October 8, 2015 Preliminary Compliance Noticc at 2.

he Honorcible Thomas F. Hogan at 3._
Oclober 8, 2015), ("OclObe, 8 Tr.mscripl').
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First, Lhr: government indicated that at each of the approximatcl.versight revlcws

that NSD conducted at FBr field offices in the preceding year, NSD reminded individual case

agents that a review team is required when a target 'is charged with a crime pursuant to the United

States Code, both in individual meetings and generallraining sess.ions. ld. at 3-4. The

government represented at the hearing that it was Lhrough some of mese oversight reviews that it

identified some of the ipstances or non-compliance reported to the Court during the past year. Id.

at4. in .response to a question from the Court, the government also indicaled that every FBI case

agent is required to receive electronic training prior to receiving access to Section 702 collection,

which includes training, on the review team requirement. Id. at 6.

Second, the government reported lhat in August 2015, the FBI modifiedilS_

system through which a ca<;e agent nominates a selector for collection

of the Section 702 collection. ML. at <1-5. As a result of this modification, lhe_
system 110'-.... asks the case agent whether the user of the .relevant selector is charged with a rederal

crime. Id. at 4. If the agent indicates that the user is not currently charged, the system asks

whether the agent expects the user to be charged in the future, and if so, when. Id. If the agent

indicates that the user of a facility is currently charged or likely La be charged in the future, FBI

Headquarters receives notice, and the Headquarters unit that m~U1ages Seclion 702 colleL1ion will

reach Qutlo the agent to ensure that a review learn is established. Id. This_too) also

requires agent,; to update jnfonnation about the-ir Section 702 targets evel)f 90 days. Id. The

governmenl represented that as a result of the modification La Lhis system in August,_
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additional instances of non-compliance with the review team requirement were discovered by the

time of the October 8 Hearing. Id. at 5.

Based on the measures described at the October 8 Hearing, the Court is satisfied that the

government is taking appropriate measures to prevent further instances ofnon~compliance with

the review team requirement. The Court understands that as a result of these modifications to the

_SY~1em - especially the requirement that case agents update infonnation about their

Section 702 targets every 90 days - remaining instances of non-compliance for currently-tasked

selectors should be identified and remedied in the immediate future. The Court understands from

post-hearing communications with the government that for de-ta"ked facilities, identif)ring

remaining instances of non·compliance with the review team requirement willlike1y happen

through NSD oversight reviews.

The Court does not believe that the recent instances or non-compliance with the review

team requirement prevent a finding that the minimization procedures under review comply with

the requirements of Section 1801(h) and the Fourth Amendment. However, the Court strongly

encourages the government to try to identitY any remaining instances ofnon-compliance as

quickly as possible. The Court anticipates holding a follow-up hearing on Section 702

compliance matters in early 2016, at which time the Court will expect to receive an update on

compliance with the review team requirements of the FBI Minimization Procedures. See page79

below.

2. Failure 0 A.c- Conrrols in FBI's

Section ill.A. of the FBI Minimization Procedures requires the FBl to "retain all FISA-
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acquired information under appropriately secure conditions that limit access to such information

only to auLhorized users in accordance with" the minimization and other applicable FBI

procedures. FBI Minimlzation Procedures at 5. Section m.B of the FBI Minimization

Procedures further requires the FBI to grant access to raw Section 702-acquired infonnation in a

manner Lhat is "consistent \\'ith the FBI's foreign intelligence infonnation-gathering and

information~sharing responsibilities, ... [p]ennitting access ... only by individuals who require

access in order to perfonn their job duties[.]" FBI Minimization Procedures at 7. It also requires

users with access to Taw FISA-acqurred infonnation to receive training on the minimization

procedures. ld.
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On July 13,2015, the Government fJ.1ed an Update and Notice Regarding the National

Security Agency's (NSA) purge process for FISA-acquired information in Mission Management

Systems ("July 13,2015 Notice"). That notice indicated that the NSA had not been purging from

its_atabase records associated with purged Section 702 collection. July 13,

2015 Notice at 3. The database, and the question of whether the NSA had to

purge the fruits of unlawful surveillance from this "mission management system," were the

subject of several opinions issued by the Court in 2010 and 2011. Because the analyses and
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holdings of those opinions are relevant to the issue presented by the July 13,,2015 Notice, the

Court will briefly review them.

Between Jooe and August of201 0, the government fi led several compliance notices

indicating that the NSA had, undt-or an authorization to conduct electronic surveillance_

Opinion and Order Regarding fruits of Unauthorized Electronic Surveillance issued on

December 10, 2010, at 1-2 ("December 201 0 '). The government proposed to

retain the fruits of this unlawful surveillance insofar as they resided in the

database. ld. at 3. In making this proposal, tbe government argued that the Standard

Minimization Procedures For Electronic Surveillance Conducted by the NSA ("NSA Electronic

Surveillance St\1Ps") only applied to interceptions authorized by the Court and did not apply to

the [ruits of unlawful surveillance. Id. at 3-4. The government also argued that the criminal

prohibition in 50 U.S.C. §1809(a)(2) only prohibits use or disclosure ofunlavt'f'ully obtained

information for investigative or analytic purposes.44 lct. at 6.

The Court issued an opinion in December 20 10 rejecting the government's argument thai

the NSA Electronic Surveillance SMPs do not apply to over-collected information, noting

instead that they appeared to require the destruction of at least some of the over-collected

44 Section 1809(a)(2) provides that "a person is guilty of an offense ifhe intentionally ...
discloses or uses infonnation obtained under color oflaw by electronic surveillance, knowing or
having reason to know that the information was obtained through electronic surveillance not
authorized" by statute. 50 U.S.c. § 1809(a)(2).
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infolTl1ation. .!!L. at 4-5. Tbe Court also rejected the government's argument Lhat §1809(a)(2)

only appJjes to use or disclosure of infonnation for investigative or analytic purposes, but

recognized a narrower implicit exception from this prohibition for use or disclosure of "the

results ofWlaulhorlzed surveillance [that] are needed to remedy past lUlauLhorlzed surveillance or

prevent similar unauthori,...ed surveillance in Ihe future," Id. at 6-8. In recognizing this

exception, the Court noted that:

Congress m<lY be presumed not to have prohibited actions that are necessary 10 mitigate
or prevent the harms at which Section 1809(a)(2) is addressed. But the application of this
principle must be carefully circumscribed, so that it does not It.-ad to an unjustified
departure from the terms of the statute. "'[W]hen Congress has spoken clearly, a court
assessing the reach of the criminal statutc must heed Congress's intent as reflected in the
statutory text:' Docket No. PRrIT _ Memorandum Opinion issued on-,

•

at 113 (citing Huddleston v. United States, 415 U.S. 814, 831 (1974)C-.
Opinion").

ld. at 8 (emphasis in original). Dcxausc the Court could not ascertain whether Qr (0 what i;;xtcnt

the over-collected infOnnatio_asc might fall \\1thin this implicit exception for §

1809(a)(2), the Coun ordered the government to make a subsequent submission explaining why

the particular information at issue in that case was needed to remedy past unautl10rized

surveillance or prevent similar unauthorized surveillance in the future. ld.. at 8·9. After review

of this submission and a hearing, the Court issued an opinion in May 2011 in which it found that

the unauthorized collection in this case did not fall within the implicit narrow exception to §

1809(a)(2), and that the NSA's Electronic Surveillance SM.Ps required the destruction of the

unauthorized collection in this case. Opinion and Order Requiring Destruction of Information

Obtained by Unauthorized Electronic Surveillance issued on May 13,2011, at 8-9 (":May 2011

'). In discussing the narrow exception to § 1809(a)(2) in this opinion, tbe Court
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noted the following:

lC]ourts should not attempt "to restrict the unqualified language of a [criminal] statute to
the particular evil that Congress was trying to remedy - even a..suming that it is possible
to identify that evil from something otber than the text oflhe statute itself." Brogan v.
United States, 522 U.S. 398, 403 (1998).... The exception recognized in the December
10, 20JO Opinion stands on narrower but firmer ground: that in limited circumstances,
prohibiting usc or disclosure of the results of unauthorized electronic surveillance would
be U so 'absurd or glaringly unjust' ... as to [call intol question whether Congress actually
intended what the plain language of Section 1809(a){2) "so clearly imports."

May 2011 at 5 (citations omitted).

In light of the May 2011 the Court \V3S vcry surprised to learn from the

July L3. 2015 Notice that the NSA had not been deleting from Section 702

records placed on the NSA's Master Purge List ('·MPL").4~ While that opinion dealt exclusively

with Title I collection in a particular case, it would be difficult to conclude from its analysis and

holding thai. Section 702 collection subject to purge should not also be deleted from

Perhaps more disrurbing and disappointing than the NSA's failurc to purgc

this information for more than four years, was the govcrruncnt's failure to convey to the Court

explicitly during that time that the NSA was continuing to retain this information in

At the October 8, 2015 Hearing, the government acknowledged thai it should

have "more prominently and more fulsomely" explained the continued retention of this

in format inn in to the Court, and that it should not have taken fOUT years for

the government 10 explain its proposed resolution of this issue to the Court. October 8 Transcript
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at 26·27. As the Court explained to the government a1 the October 8 Hearing, it expects the

government to comply with its heightened duty of candor in ex parte proceedings at all times.

Candor is fundamental to this Court's effective operation in considering ex parte submissions

from lhe government, particularly in matters involving large and complex operations such as the

implementation of Section 702.

On October 5, 2015, the government filed a supplemental notice regarding the ~ational

Security Agency's purge process for FISA-acquired infonnalion ("October 5, 2015 Notice'').

That notice i.ndicated that since the filing of the July 13, 2015 Nolice. NSA had removed from

ection 702-acquired records that were marked as subject to purge. October

5,2015 Notice at 2. However, on OClOber 28,2015, the government liled another supplemental

notice regarding NSA's purge processes ("'October 28. 2015 Notice") in which it indicated iliat a

technical malfunclion in ad rendered the aforementioned purges

incomplele.oI6 October 28. 2015 Notice at 2. The October 28, 2015 Notice indicated that the

NSA was "working 10 develop a technical solution to fix this systcm crror in how

effects purges and ... investigating the amount oftime it will take to develop

and implement thaI fix." .kL. Given the government's representation that the NSA is working to

correct this error in urging process, the Court docs not believe the

incomplete purges in this system prevent it from finding that the NSA Minimization Procedures

comply with the requirements of Section 1801 (h) and the Founh Amendment. Nevertheless, the

016 More specirically, in effecting the pu
been searching for_fthe
information heldin_!It.

computer program had
identifiers on the MPL relevant to the
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Court expects the government to resolve this issue expeditiously, and it anticipates receiving an

update on this issue at a follow-up hearing on Section 702 compliance matters in early 2016. See

page 79 below.

4.

a. introduction

As noted above, on July 13,2015. the government filed a letter regarding the NSA's

purge processes for FISA~acquired information in NSA "mission management systems." In

addition to discussing this letter also "serve[d] as notice pursuant to Rule

mission management systems,

13(b) [of the FISC's Rules of Procedure] of a compliance incident regarding FISA-acquired

information subject to purge or age off that is being retained in two ofNSA's compliance

and_" .Tuly 13,2015 Notice at 2.

More specifically, the letter noled that the government had "concluded that these two systems

have been retaining data subject to purge and age-off in a rnamler that is potentially inconsistent

with NSA's FISA·related minimization procedures." July 13, 2015 Notice at 5. Subsequent

communications between the govenunent and Court staff revealed that_and

~ayalso have been retaining data, the use or disclosure of which could violate 50

U.s.c. § 1809(a)(2).

b. Relewmt Legal Authorilies

Analysis of the issues presented byth~and

requires consideration of the following legal aulhorities:

disclosures
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i. jO Us.c. § 1881a

As discussed above, Section 702, codified at 50 U.S.c. § 1881 a, pennits the Attorney

General and the Director of)Jationallntelligcnce to target non·Unitcd States persons reasonably

believed to be located outside of the United Statcs to acquire foreign intclligence information. 50

U.S.C. §1881 a(a). Acquisitions under Section 702 must comply with a number of limitations,

the first of whkh is that the government may not intcntionally target any person known at the

timc of acquisition to be located in the United States 50 U.S.c. §1881 a(b)( I). To effect this

prohibition, the statute requires the adoption and usc of targeting procedures that are reasonably

designed to cnsure that Section 702 acquisitions arc limitcd to targeting persons reasonably

believed to be located outside of the United States. 50 U.S.C. §1881a(c)(lXA), (dXIXA).

Section 702 also prohibits the government from intentionally targeting a United Statcs person

reasonably believed to be outside of the United States, or acquiring any communication as to

which the sender and all intended recipients arc known at the time of acquisition to be located in

the United States. 50 U.S.C. §188Ia(bX3),(4).

ii. NSA Targeting Procedures

The NSA Targcting Procedures contain a number of provisions designed 10 enable its

compliance with the requirements and prohibitions ofScetion 702. Among the most important

are Sections I and II. Section I of the procedures, which relates to the determination ofwhether a

given target is a Don-United States person reasonably believed to be located outside of the United
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With respect to electronic communications the procedures provide

Section nof the NSA Targeting Procedures also provides

that "[alfter a person has been targeted for acquisition by NSA, NSA will conduct post-targeting

this analysis

to detennine if an electronic communications

was accessed from inside the U.S." ld.

iii. NSA Minimization Procedures

analysis." Id. at 6. For electronic conununications

may include "[r]outinely checking all electronic communications

tasked pursuant to these procedures

Section 2(e) of the NSA Minimization Procedures defines a foreign communication as

one that has at least one communicant outside of the United States, and all other commwllcations

are considered domestic commWlications. NSA Minimization Procedures at 2. Section 3(d)(2)

of the NSA Minimization Procedures aJso provides that "[a]ny conu11lUlications acquired through

the targeting of a person who at the time of targeting was reasonably believed to be located

outside the United States but is in facL located inside the United States at the time such

communications were acquired ... will be treated as domestic communications ... [.]" NSA
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Minimization Procedures at 9. Section 5 of the NSA Minimization Procedures provides that a

domestic communication will be promptly destroyed upon recognition, unless the Director of

NSA specifically determines that the sender or intended recipient had been properly targeted, and

the communication satisfies one or more additional requirements (e.g., the communication is

reasonably believed to contain significant foreign intelligence information). NSA Minimization

Procedures at 12. Notwithstanding this destruction requirement, Section 5 also provides that

"NSA may use information derived from domestic communications for collection avoidance

purposes, and NSA may retain the communication from which such information is derived

but shall restrict the further use or dissemination of the communication by placing it on the

Master Purge List (MPL)." Id. at 13.

With respect to the length of time that NSA is permitted to retain Section 702 collection,

Section 3(c) ofthe procedures provides, in relevant part, that 1) telephony communications and

Internet communications acquired by or with the assistance of the FBI from Internet Service

Providers may not be retained longer than five years from the expiration date of the certification

authorizing the collection, unless the NSA specifically determines that each such communication

meets retention standards in the procedures; 2) Internet transactions acquired through NSA's

upstream collection techniques may not be retained longer than two years from the expiration

date of the certification authorizing the collection (unless NSA makes particular findings about

the transaction); and 3) any Internet transactions acquired through NSA's upstream collection

techniques prior to to October 31,2011, will be destroyed upon recognition. Id. at 7-8.
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iv. 50 U.Sc. § 1809(a)(2)

As noted above, 50 U.S.c. § 1809(aX2) provides that "a person is guilty of an offense if

he intentionally ... discloses or uses information obtained under color oflaw by electronic

surveillance, knowing OT having reason to know that the information was obtained through

electronic surveillance not authorized" by statute. 50 U.S.C. § 1809(a)(2)

c. BackgroundOn_&~md their compliance
with legal reqUirements

In tbe July 13, 2015 Notice, the government provided the followiIlg background

is a system analysts use to

July 13,2015 Notice at 6. Analysts most commonly use

as part of

a determination of whether the facility can be properly tasked under Section 702. Id. This

system provides infonnation regarding
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s a tool used to perform post-task.ing_checks to identitY

indications that a Section 702 target may be located in the United States. .!fL at 5. This tool

The July 13.20]5 Notice indicated tha were not

compliant with several provisions of the NSA Minimization Procedures. With respect to

the notice indicated that it does not age air analyst query results within the time

periods required by the NSA Minimization Procedures (i.e., within two years for upstream

Government's October 21, 2015 Response at 3.

4g According to the July 13, 2015 Notice,
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collection, and within fi.ve years for Internet communications acquired by or with the assistance

of the FBI from Internet Service Providers), though it has aged-off all Section 702 upstream data

acquired before October 31, 2011. July 13, 2015 Notice at 7.

lQ.. The July 13, 2015 Notice indicated that the NSA does not age off records

in_in compliance with the NSA Minimization Procedures "because of the utility of

these records for compliance and collection avoidance purposes." Id. The notice further

indicated that NSA compliance persormel use historical information - which presumably

includes both information required to be aged-off and information associated with objects on the

NSA's MPL - to support the resolution ofalerts (i.e., when a Section-702 tasked facility appears

to have been accessed in the United States) and to respond to questions posed by NSO and DONI

in the course of those offices' oversight of the Section 702 program. ld.

With respect to the July 13,2015 Notice indicated that does

not comply with the requirement in the NSA Minimi7-<ition Procedures to age olTtelephony

communications and Internet communications acquired by or with the assistance of the FBI from

Internet Service Providers within five years of the expiration date of the certification authorizing
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the collection. Id. at 6."9 Additionally_is retained within records even

after the .ve been purged from other

NSA systems that directly support intelligence analysis pursuant to minimization requirements.

14:. at 5. The notice indicated that instead of purging certain fields Mthin the

records are made inaccessible to analysts and are visible only to a small number ofpersonnel

who have responsibility for system administration and compliance issues.5o Id. The nolice

indicated that the NSA has not been purging historical data or data associated with objects placed

on the MPL from "because compliance personnel usc historical infonnation

o resolve alerts." Id. By \vay of example, the

notice described that if an record, in combination with other analysis. indicates.

that record can be used to resolve an alert

(and detask the relevant sc1\Xtor) morc quickly in the event iliat the same target or a different

target enters the United States and begins using a tasked selector

Additionally,

4<) The notice indicated mat_is in compliance with the rcquircment to
remove Section 702 informationa~pstreamcollection within two years of the
expiration date ofthc certification authorizing the collection. ld. Additionally, all Section 702

..

et collection acquired prior to October 31, 2011, has been purged rrorn
Id.

j(l111C Government's October 2 i, 2015 Response indicalcd lhat after a communication
~d all the MI'L. the following Section 702-aequired data i::; retained in
_to pcnnit marc cffectivc resolutions of future alerts:

Govemment's Octobcr 21, 2015 Response at 7.
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Finally, the notice indicatcd that thc resolution of prior

alerts can provide context surrounding new ak:rts.

If this infonnation was purged from_ NSA would not have

information about the prior

unnecessary delay in detasking selectors that

which might result in an

The Court was extremely concerned about the NSA's failure to comply with its

minimization procedures - and potentially 50 U.S.C. § 1809(a)(2) - ,md questioned the

government about these issues at the October 8 Hearing. Additionally. thc Court issued an Order

on October 14,2015 ("October 14,2015 Order"), requiring the government to makc a Vo-rrinen

submission within a week describing how it justified under the NSA Minimization Procedures

and § 1809(a)(2) the retention and use in and of information

otherwise subject to purge. On October 21, 2015, the government filed a timely response.

51 The Government's October 21, 2015 Response indicated that "since October 2013,
NSA identified approximately_instances in which prior alert infonnation resulted in alerts
being prioritized as 'urgent' and subject to priority review." Government's October 21,2015
Response at 10.
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d. Government's Proposed Resolution ofIdentified Issues

The Government's October 21, 2015 Response provided more detailed information about

> some of which is noted above. Tt also indicated that the ~'SA

y,ill begin complying with some elements of its minimization procedures which it is currently

violating. Finally, the submission included thc govcmmcnt'sjustifications under the NSA

Minimization Procedures and 50 U.s.C. § 1809(a)(2) for the retention and use in_

and of other infonnation otherwise subject to purge.

With respect to the NSA's non-compljWlcc with the age~offrequirements in its

minimization procedures, the Government's October 21,2015 Response indicated that the NSA

""ill begin implementing the age-offtimc periods required by the procedures. Government's

October 21,2015 Response at 13-14. With respect to the j SA's retention in_and

of data associated with objects on the MPL, the government noted that despite the

general destruction requirement for domestic communications, Section 5 of the NSA

Minimization Procedures pennits the NSA to use information derived from such

communications for collection avoidance purposes.'2 .!d... at 19. The government noted that the

NSA has been retaining infomlation in and that has been placed on

the rvIPL for the very purpose of collection avoidance. !fL. The Government's October 21, 2015

52 Again, as noted above, Section 5 ofthc NSA Minimization Procedures statcs that
"[n]otwithstanding the [general destruction requi.rement] above•... NSA may ... usc
information derived from domestic communications for collection avoidance purposes, and may
provide such infonnation to the FBI and CIA for collection avoidance purposes. NSA may retain
the communication from which such infonnation is derived but shall restrict the further use or
dissemination of the communication by placing it on the ~·faster Purge List[.]" NSA
Minimization Procedures at 13.
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Response also argued that keeping infonnation in these systems that bas been placed on the MPL

supports the NSA's obligations under Sections] and H of the NSA Targeting Procedures. 14,. at

5, nJ, and 8, 1l.9. As dcscribed above, those provisions require the NSA to conduct pre· and

post-tasking checks on Section 702 selectors by checking its data repositories to detennine a

target's location. Td. The government noted that "foreignness detenninations, both pre-tasking

and post-tasking, are a fundamental element of Section 702's statutory scheme" and "contribute

significantly to the Fourth Amendment reasonableness of Section 702 collection." Id. at 17.

Notwithstanding the government's argument iliat retention of information on the MPL in

and is consistent with tbe NSA's procedures, the government

indicated that it plans to modify it" treatment of infonnation collected under FISA and placed on

the MPL to better ensure that such information is only used for collection avoidance. Id. at 14.

Specifically, the government indicates that for if the underlying data is subject to

purge, NSA wil1 delete the underlying datafrom~d analysts v.i11 ollly be able to

access FlSA-acquired or derived information in the following specific fields:

Id. As part of the qucl)' response, analysts will also receive notice that the

evidence supportiJlg the foreignness determination bas been purged from _ Id. at

Attachment A.

With respect to the govcnllnent indicated that going forward, if the

underlying data is subject to purge. NSA will Hmit access to FISA-acquired or derived
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infonnation in

e government's submission noted that access to this

infonnation will be restricted to compliance and technical persOlme1, and intelligence analysts

will only see a notice indicating that thc infonnation has bccn purged. Yd. Again, the

government noted that altering the way in which it treats infonnation collected under FISA and

placed on the MPL will further ensure that this information is only used for collection avoidance.

The Court is persuaded by the govenunent's argument that Section 5 of the NSA

Minimization Procedures does not prohibit the NSA from keeping data in _and
that is derived from domestic communications placed on the MPL for the purpose

of collection avoidance. The Court also appreciates the NSA's plan to modify its treatment of

Section 702-acquired infonnation in_and that has been placed all the

MPL, to further ensure that it is only lL"ed for collection avoidance. Accordingly, the information

that remains of concern to the Court - at least insofar as the NSA's compliance with its targeting

and minimization procedures is concerned - is what the Court assesses to be the much smaller

categories of Section 702-acquircd information in hat have been

placed on the MPL because of other destruction requirements under the NSA Targeting and

Minimization Procedures. Examples would be incidentally acquired communications afar

concerning United States persons that arc dearly not relevant to the authorized purpose of the
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acquisition or that do ]]01 contain evidence of a crime which may be disseminated under the

minimization procedures~ Section 3(b)(I) ofNSA Minimization Procedures); attorney-client

communications that do not contain foreign intelligence infonnation or evidence of a crime (see

Section 4(a) of NSA Minimization Procedures); and any instances in which the NSA discovers

that a United States person or a person not reasonably believed to be outside the United States at

the time of targeting has been intentionally targeted under Section 702 (see Section IV of the

NSA Targeting Procedures). The Court is directing the government to report on I) how the NSA

plans to comply with its targeting and minimization procedures with respect to these other

categories of information in_and or alternatively, 2) how the retention

and use of these other categories of informationi~alld 'ornports with

the NSA's targeting and minimization procedures. Sec page 78 below, Thc Court also expects

to hear from the government on this issue at the aforemmiioned follow-up hearing on Section

702 compliance matters in early 2016.

The other issue the Court directed the govemmcnt to report on in its October 14,2015

Ordcr was how the govemment justified under 50 U.S.c. § 1809(a)(2) the retention and use in

of information otherwise subject to purge. As noted above, §

1809(a)(2) states that "a person is guilty of an offense ifhe intentionally ... discloses or uses

infonnation obtained under color af1aw by electronic surveillance, knowing or having reason to

know that the infonnation was obtained through electronic surveillance not authorized" by

statute. 50 U.S.C. § 1809(a)(2). Accordingly, a violation of § 1809(a)(2) must involve the

intentional disclosure or use of infonnation that is obtained through activity thal meets the
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definition of "electronic surveillancc;"s3 that activity must have been unauthorized; and the use or

disclosure must be made with at least reason to know it was unauthorized,54

The plain language of § 1809(a)(2) does not require the NSA to search for and identify

infoffilationin_ and

similarly does not require the NSA to destroy information in these systems that is subject to §

1809(a)(2). It does, however, prohibit the NSA from intentionally disclosing or using

infoffiwtion under the circumstances described above. Therefore, when the NSA knows or has

reason to know that a piece of information was acquired through an unauthorized electronic

surveillance, it has an affirmative statutory obligation to refrain from disclosing or using it.

NotablY, this Court has previously stated that the collection of "roamer communications"

does not generally violate Section 702. Specifically, in the September 4, 2008 Opinion

refercnced above, the Court stated the following:

53 It is \...·orth noting that 50 U.S.C. § 1827 contains analogous criminal prohibitions
related to physical search, which could include the acquisition of stored data under Section 702.

.54 With respect to this knowledge element, the Court has previously stated the following:

Whcn it is not known, and there is no reason to know, that a piece of infonnation was
acquired through electronic surveillance that was not authorized by the Court's prior
orders, the information is not subject to the criminal prohibition in Section 1809(a)(2).
Of course, governmenl officials may not avoid the strictures of Section 1809(a)(2) by
cuJtivating a state of deliberate ignorance when reasonable inquiry wouJd establish that
jnformation was indeed obtained through unauthorized eleclronic surveillance. ~~
United Statcs v. Whilehall, 532 F.Jd 746, 75] (8th Cir.) (where "failure to investigate is
equivalent to 'burying one's head in the sand, ,,, willfuJ blindness may constitute
knowledge), eert. denied, 129 S. Ct. 610 (2008).

Opinion at lIS.
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There may be cases where, after properly applying the targeting procedures, the
government reasonably believes at the time it acquires a communication that a target is a
non-U.S. person outside the United States, when in fact the target is a U.S. person and/or
is in the United States. The acquisition ofsueh communications is properly authorized
under Section 1881a notwithstanding the fact that the government is prohibited from
intentionallv targeting U.S. persons or persons inside the United States, or intentionally
acquiring a communication when it is knov'll1 that all parties thereto are inside the United
States.

September 4,2008 Opinion at 26 (emphasis in original). Accordingly, the domestic

communications that the NSA acquires when non-United States person targets who are

reasonably believed to be outside of the United States are in fact in the United States are not

subject to § 1809(a)(2), at; their acquisition was authorized under Section 702.55

As noted above, the Court recognized a narrow, implicit exception to § 1809(a)(2) in the

December 201 0~t 8. Specifically, the Court

recognized an exception Jor use or disclosure of the "results of unauthorized surveil1ance [that}

are needed to remedy past unauthorized surveillance or prevent similar unauthorized surveillance

in the future." Id. The Court made clear that this exception applied to "actions that are necessarY

to mitigate or prevent the very harms at whieh Section 1809(a)(2) is addressed." Id. (emphasis

in original).

The government made clear at the October 8 Hearing that it has not parsed through the

data in and to determine what portion of it is subject to § J 809(a)(2).

55 A different situation \vould be presented if the NSA failed to detask a Section-702
tasked selector after it knew the user entered the United States. In this case, thc ongoing
collection of "roamer communications" would exceed the authorization to acquire
communications under Section 702. Sec 50 U.S.C. § 1881a(a) (providing for authorization of
"the targeting of persons reasonably believed to be located outside the United States").
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October & Transcript at 30. The government made a general argument in its \"Titten submission,

however, that the retention and use in and of information that is

othcrv.rise subject to purge falls within the narrow. implicit exception to § t 809(aX2) recognized

in the December 2010 discuss(."t1 above. Governmenl's October 21, 2015

Response at 21, 25. The Government's October 21, 2015 Response repeatedly emphasized that

the retcntion of information in and thal has been placed on the MPL

plays a significant role in preventing unauthorized surveillance in the future. See~

Government's October 21,2015 Response at 22-23, 25-27. While the Court fillds it plausible

that some information in and that is otherwise subject (0 purge may

fall within the Court's recognized exception to § 1809(a)(2), the Court is simply not in a position

to ascenain what portion of that information meets the standard for thc narrow exception. As

described in the May 2011 the determination of whether the usc or disclosure of

unauthorized electronic surveillance falls within the exception to § 1809(aX2) is a fact-driven

assessment and involves an analysis of whether the use or disclosure oftlIat specitic information

is "necessary to avoid similar instances of over-collection (e.g., by identifying and remedying a

technical maJfunction) or to remedy a prior over-collection (e.g.• by aiding thc identification of

over-collected information in various storage systems)." May 2011~t4-S. The

Government's October 21. 2015 Response argued that a more programmatic or categorical

approach to the exception is warranted in lhe context of Section 702 collection. Government's

October 21, 2015 Response at 23~24. 27. That may be correct, bm on the current record, the

government has not made a persuasive case that all afthe information that it wants to retain in
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falls ....rithin this exception. In these circumstances, the Court

simply cannot conclude whether or not the government's proposed course of action is wholly

consistent \~ith § 1809(aX2). '\lor does the Court have the authority to pennit violations of §

1809(a)(2), even when they are de minimis.~

In swnmalY, it is likely that most Section 702 informationin~d

that is ulht::rv:ist:: subject to purge pertains to roamer communications, and

therefore may be retained under the NSA Minimization Procedures for collection avoidance

purposes and generally does not implicate § 1809(a)(2). Other Section 702 infonnation that the

government proposes to retaini~d notwithstanding generally

~ As the Court explained inth~pirrion,

To be sure, this Coun,like all other Article III courts. was vested upon its t,"reation \\-ith
certain inherent po\'.·crs. See In re Motion for Release ofCourt Records, 526 F. Supp. 2d
484,486 (FISA Ct. 2(07); see al59 Chambers v. NAsca. Inc., 501 U.S. 32,43 (1991)
("It has long been understood that [cJertain implied powers must necessarily result to our
Courts ofjustice from the nature of the their institution.... "). It is well settled,
hO\vever, that the exercise of such authority "is invaJid if it conflicts with constitutional or
statutory provisions." Thomas Y. Am. 474 U.S. 140,148 (1985). And defining crimes is
not among the inherent powers of the federal courts; rather, federal crimes are defined by
Congress and are solely creatures orstatutc. Housley v. United Stales, 523 U.S. 614, 620
21 (1998); United States v. Hudson, 11 U.S. (7 Craneh) 32, 34 (1812). Accordingly,
when Congress has spoken clearly, a court assessing the reach of a criminal statute must
heed Congress's intent as reflected in the statutory text. See. e.g.. Huddleston v. United
States, 415 U.S. 814,831 (1974). The plain language or Seclion 1809(a)(2) makes it a
crime for any person, acting under color of law. intentionally 10 use or disclose
infonnation v.,ith kno\\'ledge or reason to know that the information was obtained through
unauthorized electronic surveillance. The Court simply lacks the power, inherent or
otherwise, to authorize the government to engage in conduct that Congress has
unambiguously prohibited.

~pinion at 113 (footnote omitted).
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applicable purge requirements, is limited in nature and also would be used for coUection

avoidance and other compliance-related purposes. For these reasons, the Court does not believe

that the aforementioned issues related to_and-"recludc a finding that

the NSA Targeting Procedures and Minimization Procedures, taken as a whole, comply with the

applicable statutory and Fourth Amendment requirements. The Court docs expect, however, to

hear more from the government about how it is applying the destruction requirements of those

procedures to Section 702 infonnationin~d at the compliance

hearing to be held in early 20 16. Finally, the Coun cannot find, at least on the current record,

that the infonnation the government proposes to retain in_and falls

entirely within the implicit exception to § IlW9(a)(2)'s prohibition on disclosure and use.

IV. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Court finds that: (1) the 2015 Certifications, as well as the

certifications in the Prior 702 Dockets as amended by the 2015 Certiflcalions, contain all the

required slatutory elemenls; (2) the targeting and minimization procedures to be implemented

regarding acquisitions conducted pursuant to the 2015 CCliifications comply with 50 U.S.c.

§1881 a(d)~(e) and are consistent with the requirements of the Fourth Amendment; and (3) the

minimization procedures to be implemented regarding infonnation acquired under prior Section

702 ccnifications oomply with SO U.S.C. §1881a(d)-(e) and arc consistent with the requirements

ofthc Fourth Amendment. Orders approving the certifications, amended certifications, and use

of the accompanying procedures are being entered contempOraneously herewith.

For the reasons discussed above, it is HEREBY ORDERED as follows:
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1. The government shall submit a report to the Court by December 18, 2015, describing

a) how the NSA plans to comply with its targeting and minimir.alion procedures \'lith respect to

tbe categories of information in that are identified on pages 71-72

ofthi::; opinion, or alternatively, b) how the retention and usc of the aforementioned categories of

information in~d comports with the NSA's targeting and

minimi7..ation procedures.

2. The government shall promptly submit in .....1iting a report describing each instance in

which NSA or CIA invokes the provision of its minimi7-3tion procedures stating that "[nlothing

in these procedures shall prohibit the rctcntion, processing, or dissemination of information

reasonably necessary to comply with specific ronstitutional, judicial, or legislative mandates."

See NSA Minimization Procedwes at 1; C1A Minimization Procedures at 4-5. Each such report

should describe the c.ircwnstanecs of the deviation from the procedures and identify the specific

mandate on which the dcviation was based.

3. The government shall promptly submit in \vriting a repon concerning each instance

after December 4, 2015, in which FBI personnel receive and review Section 702-aequired

information that the FBT identifies as concerning a United States person in response to a query

that is not designed to ftnd and extract foreib'll intelligence infomtation. The report should

inc,jude a detailed description of the infonnation at issue and the manner in which it has been or

wiU be used for ana1}1ical, investigative, or evidentiary purposes. It shall also identify the query

terms used [0 elicit the information and provide the FBI's basis for concluding lhat the query is

consistent with the applicable minimization procedures.
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4. The government shall provide substantive updates on each of the four compliance

issues discussed herein at a hearing to be held on January 27, 2016, at I J A.M.

&Iv,
ENTERED this __ day of November, in

THOMAS F. HOGAN
Judge, United States Fo ,j

Intelligence Surveillance Court

I ~,ChiefDeputyClerl.
'F~t tflis dOClJment.ls a

true and ,mr.e ong
,,,,.
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UNITED STATES NOV 06 2015
FORErGN INTELLIGENCE SURVEILLANCE ~f",,· . II

'..lynn all. CIart. ofCoutt

WASHINGTON, D.C.

ORDER

For the reasons stated in the MemoI<Uldum Opinion and Order issued contemporaneously

herewith, and in reliance upon the entire record in this matter, the Court finds, pursuant to 50

U.S.C. § 188Ia(i)(3)(A), that the certifications referenced above contain all the required statutory

elements and that the targeting procedures and minimization procedures approved for use in

connection with those certifications are consistent with the requirements of 50 U.S.C. §1881a(d)-

(e) and with the Fourth Amendment.

Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED, pursuantto 50 U.S.C. § 1881a(i)(3)(A), that the

certifications and the use of such procedures are approved.

/ ~"
ENTERED this _(,_,_ day of November 2015, in

THOMASF.HOGA
Judge, United States
Intelligence Surveill

I,~ Chief OepL:ty Clerk,
~ this dor::lJment is a
true and corre.e orisinal
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